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ALKUQUKKQUK,

VOLUME 20

NEW MEXICO,

FKIDAY EVENING, MAKC1I Hi. H)0(J.

THE MOTH AND THE FLAME

A FRIGH TFUL ACCIDENT ON R

STATEHOOD NOT
BEEN SHELVED

GRANDE RAILROAD IN COLORADO

4

vs3l?v

lS$stowWM

to FIRE IN HOTEL

Many Were Killed and Their Bodies Burned
Crisp Of Family of Eleven, Only Two

CAUSES DEATH

Still Occupies Large

of Public Attention

hiss

in Congress.
WILL GO

Escaped With Their Lives.
Also Wipes Out Business
BURNING VICTIMS CRIED IN VAIN

FOR RESCUE

Roasted to Death in Presence of Helpless
Orders Were the Cause of This
Terrible Calamity.

Crowd-Conflict-

CONFERENCE

Cannon Gets the
Greatest Combing of His
Entire Life.

Town.
SNOW

TO

Speaker

Portion of the Little

ing

Part

TAFT WONT

STORM IN COLORADO

TAKE

ERMINE YET

"Vishiagton, D. C. March 16. Tho
president and Speaker Cannon remain
PUEBU), COI.O., MARCH IB. IN A BUNDING. SNOW. STORM. Traffic Blocked in Many of
Urm on the statehood question,
re
THH ARKANSAS
WHIC!H PREVAILED I.AST NIGHT IN
VALLEY.
gardless of advorso reports and ot
the dries in the
TRAIN NO. 16, EAST BOUND, AND TRAIN NO. 3. WEST BOUND. ON
the pressure brought to bear. The
THH DENVER & RIO GRANDE. COLLIDED READ ON.' NEAR PORThouse will send the Hamilton bill to
Mountains.
LAND, COLO.. ABOUT THIRTY Mil. KS
WEST OP PUEBIX),
THIS
the conference committee. The speaker
MORNING.
THE IJTEST REPORT S SAY THAT ABOUT
ARE
win not take the bill from hl tahlo
KII.U3D. AND IT IS KNOWN THAT AT LEAST SEVENTEEN WERE
unless certain of victory. The bill
INJURED.
CONFUSION OF ORDERS TS SAID TO HAVE BEEN THE LIVES ARE LOST BY SftOW SLIDES
naa been, reported favorably to in
MANY WILD RUMORS A RE IN" CIRCULATION TO THE
CAUSE.
crease the allowance for agricultural
THAT 150 WERE KILLED. IT IS NOT BELIEVED. HOWEVER,
experiment stations. Tho bouse bill
THAT THE DEAD WHO, EXCEED FORTY. ALTHOUGH BOTH TRSlTSi
Grand Railds, Mich., March 16.
was reported favorably allowing
WEJIB WELL I JADED.
THE HEAVY STORM CONTINUES, AND SUFThe business portion of the village of
of tho Interior to sell timFERING IS GREAT.
Justin, Osceula county, was destroyed
ber from the Jiearilla reservation, oa
Frightful Particulars.
List of Those Injured.
by fire early today. The fire started
both
allotted and unallotted lands.
The worst railroad wreck since the
The injured are:
In the basement of a hotel. Ten ot
memorable Eden disaster occurred at
T. H. Webb, Yam pa, Colo., slight. the guests escaped
n their
IN THE HOUSE.
2 o'clock, this morning, on the DenBert Meyers. Pottsville, Mo., slight.
Washington, D. C. March 16. At &
four were burned to death.
ver & Rio Grande, near Adobe. The
W. L. Jewltt, Lebo, Kan., slight.
The dead are:
conference of the republican house
fast bound No. 16 crashed into the Claude Robinson, Denver, serious.
leaders today It was decided to conW. H. McCRANE, proprietor of the
west bound No. 3. telescoping the
E. Goldberg, Denver, slight.
hotel.
sider the statehood bill on WednesIn
cars
forward
The
each train.
W. R. Page, Tampa, serious.
day, March. 21.
MRS. W. H. McCRANE.
coaches at once took fire, and the
Ralph Britton, Brighton Iowa serlTo Lease Arid Lands.
EDWARD DE FOREST, porter.
"When Steel King Corey is called upon to defend a divorce suit, he will at least have the atisfacjion of
flames completed the horror begun our.
Beroro
proceeding with the legislaCHARLES WORKMAN, a traveling
year
knowing
a
a
within
that
round
dozen
American
on
have
millionaire
by the collision. The number of the
two
actres
stranded
rock,
and
the
Mabel Fields, Wolcott, Colo., seri- - man.
tive
bill, the houso today considered
variety
Into
peerage
In
broken
have
actresses
if
England.
any
the
exof
men
It
doubtful
is
the
interested could
dead Is estimated at from fifty up- ous.
the bill permitting the leasing of 6,000
plain their own infatuation." News Item.
wards. The number of injured is
Arthur E. Hewitt,
Lebo, Kan., COLORADO IS SADLY
acres of arid land In La Plata county,
placed at twenty-fivslight.
Colorado, to tho P. R. U, Rubber comAFFLICTED
WITH
SNOW.
cause
of the wreck is attribThe
N. W.
P hillips, Codyville. 111.,
pany far the purpose of cultivation of
Denver, Colo.. March 16. Ouray.
uted to the failure to deliver orders flight.
I; MINE OFFICIALS
HOW LOS ANGELES
Dura'tgo, Sllverton, Lcidvllle
the rubber plant Brooks, of Coland
OUR
REGULAR
SATURDAY
to No. lti, so that No. 3 could pass
C. C. House, Chama, N. M., slight. other place in Colorado were visited
orado, said that the land in question
her.
AFTERNOON WOMAN'S PAGE.
Ptrcoua,
J.
slight.
Colo.,
Florence,
Is unfit for agricultural purposes and
by a severe sn:w storm during the
Among the physicians who render-n- il
APPEAR IN COURT
TAKES ARBOR DAY that it had
Jack Scott, Montrose, Colo., slight. past two days. A number of snow 4 Tomorrow afternoon The Even- no mineral value. Gaines,
assistance was Dr. P." N. Cochsns
4;
Ed A. Brannan,
Colo.,
Leadvllle,
of Teunossee, proposed an amendment
slides are reported, but so far only i lng Citizen will feature, as usual
of Sallda, who was on No. 16. but slight.
to prevent the rubber trust from gettwo lives have been lost. One slide
In the Saturday editlcn. a worn- escaped injury. Ho at. once entered
John Scott, Denver, Colo., arms and struck the edge of the town of Silver-ton- ,
ting control of the enterprise.
the service of caring for the wounded. legs
an's page, upon which will he dis- Attorneys
Whole
Strongly
Contest
City
Enthsiastically
cut.
doing considerable damage. The e played cuts and Illustrations of sVi
He was assisted
by doctors from
A, Garber, New York, ear injured.
Statehood Bill to Conference.
railroads In the San Juan reglrn are ' all the latest modes in Easter '
Florence, who were soon on the
Ralph Bonlton, Brighton, Iowa, blockaded. South Park Is blocked by
the Indictment and
Chairman Hamilton of tho house
Helps to Render Day
scene.
millinery
Parisian
and
latest
the
committee on territories probably
a slide near Leadville. The mines
Most or the victims were pinioned neck Injured.
and New York fashions In dress
will seek to send the statehood bill
L. S. Ranscotton,
San Francisco, around Crested But:e are completely
Claim Conspiracy.
Memorable.
togeta-eunder the wreckage and burned alive Cal.,
.
lingerie,
full
with
and
as amended by the senate dljectly to
injured.
neck
transportation.
off
but
from
help
before
could reach them. Most
and complete descriptions of the 4
If there should be an
conference.
Dave McCulIam, porter, Chicago, inof 'the injured were on No. 3, which
e same by one of New York's fore- objection to this, the bill will go auARMY EXPERIMENTING
was heavilv loaded. No 1C carried haled gas.
fashion
This
most
writers.
PRESENT
paio
MUCH
TESTIMONY
tomatically
to the house committee
Sarah H. Call! ;tn, Cleveland, Ohio,
WITH NEW BALLOONS.
ORGANIZATIONS
j ALL
AND
comparatively few passengers, and
on territories, which will report It to
New York, March 16. The army t is a feature which every lady in- is
these escaped with a slight shaking htad cut.
"
In
not
fashions
should
tetested
the
house with the recommendation
Myron Phillips,
Salt Lake, Utali, signal c:rpa officers who have to do
up.
fall to read. Replete with lllus- Sonse-quentl- y.
that it go to conference.
with military ballooning are now enAISO Petition thC COUft tO Admit Schools Will
One man, whose name could not be ankle hurt.
in
of
Participate
the
and
Making
tratkns
desertions
measure is wholly within
the
W. F. Paul, Portland. Ore., foot In- gaged tn some important experiments
learned, was the only Onrf of a family
togetaiH" with, how eV;
'
the control of the territories comwith a process of manufacturing by-- ' 4 latts! frocks,
of ten who escaped. He lost father, jured.
Accused Men id Bail
the Angel City Beautiful
to make them, the Woman's page
mittee, aai it 1b- not thought there
Thomas W(M)b, Chama, N. M., foot drogen. The old process required conmother, wife, thrin children, brother,
Evening
Saturday
Liie
of
Citizen
will
he nnyf ffort to hinder the bill's,
Injured.
siderable mechanism, and was not '' Is
During
Trial.
and two other relatives.
to Behold.
something of vital interest to ''i
Immediate submission to conference.
Claude Robinson, Denver, Colo., leg easily adapted for carrying on the '
Three of the crew of No. S were
everv la dv in Albuquerque.
Ielay in consideration of the bill is
work In the field. It is expected that
killed and two of the crew of No. 16. Injured.
'
due
to an agreement to allow statehood
George Rradshaw, Chicago, foot the new metTiod will be an ImproveOne of the engineers, on No. 3, which
Caldwell, Idaho. March 16. Mover.
l.os Angeles, Cal., March 16. Arbor
10 go over until members of the
was double-headement, and will contribute materially
was found dead, mashed.
Haywood and Pettlbone were today day
is observed here today with more house rivers and harbors committees)
S. W. Fields, Laramie, Wjo., leg to the efficiency of military balloon- BATTLESHIP OREGON
with his hand on the throttle.
called before District Judge Frank man tti usual enthusiasm. The orig- shall return from the southern trip.
MUST BE REPAIRED Smith, for arraignment.
ing. The new method offers a simpler
a relative of the detective, broken.
Their at- who was an express messenger, was
Washington, D. C, March 16. The torneya filed a motion to ouash in inal date for the Tree Planting day
Philip Peters, address
unsnowu, way of producing hydrogen, together
Speaker Cannon Excoriated.
March 17, but that dav fallln on
also among the dead.
rib broken and head cut.
with an easier mode of Its transporta- battleship Oregon, now on its way dlctments and submitted voluminous is Saturday,
Shackelford ot Missouri was given
a
it was considered better
Bodies Burned to a Crisp.
James Trcineue,
Florence, Colo., tion in a condensed form in tubes. from Japan to foe United States, has fAda'a allegelng a conspiracy
permission to discuss the bill and be-It Is intended by the army signal offMany of the bodies will nover be leg lacerated.
treen Governor Frank H. Gooding to chauge tne date because it would
nto crtlclse Speaker Cannon In
R. I. Jones, mail weigher, chest and icers to conduct considerable work of been ordered out of commission. Lpcn an,, othPr8 M(,nt,fled witn the pr0Ht!. be far mere difficult to bring the regard
identified, because of the fact of their
to the statehood question. He
together for the purpose of
a practical character with the mili- its return to the United States it will cution to deprive the defendants of children
liaving been burned to a crisp, and head injured.
was stopped 'before he proceeded far,
celebrating
on
a
Saturday,
when
the
A.
In
Smith,
E.
slight.
likprty.
tary
Injuries
therefore, unrecognizable.
balloons
coming
summer.
fireman.
the
Parts of
at once be taken to the Mare Island
and tho objection was fatal to the furW. A. Watkins, Denver, Colo., head Much of this work will be done at navy yard near San Francisco, to be
These affidavits allege, further, Bchools are closed. For weeks the ther consideration of the bill. Bethe mail and of the express matter
were desroyed. Relief trains were at cut.
Cal.. but it is possible that extensively overhauled and thoroughly t,iat A- B- - Mo8S- - foreman of the grand various patriotic and other oriranlza fore referring to statehood, Shackelonce dispatched from Pueblo, and
a balloon traiu. wl h the mechanism modernized. It is expected that the ury- - talkc'l
ita the governor, with tlons of the city had been preparing ford bad this to say about the manfor manufacturing hydrogen, will be work on the battltship will probably Jati;t's H. Hawley, senior counsel for lor tne nay ana tno committees held ner in which Brooks got his bill up:
Florence, but the work Is necessarily
Bringing in the Dead.
sessions to arrange every de
slow, because of the smoke and cold.
Prosecution, and had expressed frequent
"The gentleman was not recognized
shortly before noon, a traia ar- established at Foit Wood, New lork, consume all summer and the ship will iixe
tan or the exercises. The citizens until
The first train bearing the Injured, rived with the bodies of sixteen
he had first surrendered his
of where the signal corps hU3 a well not be placed in commission again un- - Iini')D8 prejudicial to the prisoners, warmly supported
the
efforts
of
while
the
charges
reached Pueblo shortly after 6 o'clock. the dead. They were taken to an un stocked depot.
the
were tinder con- constitutional rights as a representatil some time In the fall '
societies
tho
and
result
is
today's
that
skleratlon.
of
Testimony
Recovered and identified bodies
bearing on
tive of tho people, and had crept Into
dertaking establishment where the
these affidavits, in the way of counter celebration Is more general than It your room, Mr. Speaker, there to supthe dead are:
work of identi float ion was begun. At
ever
was
before.
Tho
prlhcipal
exer
engineer
HOLLIS,
No.
affidavits
WILUAM
of
and arguiM.kts. will be made
plicate you to extend to him your
noon it was said that only two more
16.
before Judge Smith, tomorrow morn-- , cises and the parade of the school grace.
No member can submit any
bodies, these of Engineer Cosslett and
lng. The attorneys for the defendants children and civic organizations will matter to vote until he shall have first
E. M. McPARLAND, express mesEngineer Hollls had been identified.
In
be
held
the
senger. No. 10.
afternoon.
petitioned
also
the court to admit the
sought and found favor In your sichL
The bodies are so blackened with the
The various Grand Army posts of The constitution contemplates that
HUGH SUDDUTH. fireman. No. 16.
accused men tD bail.
the
as to make identification difficult.
WELL-KNOW- N
city,
tne
the
WALTER COSSLET, engineer first fire
women's
auxiliaries, the speaker shall be
of tho
How many more bodies are at the
numerous improvement associations, house. In defiancetheofservant
engine of No. 3.
the constituscene of the wreck it Is impossible to
NAVAL TITLES MUST
Sons and Daughters of the Pioneers tion you have made yourself its mus
Occurred on Bluff Curve.
of California, Woman's
n
A. H. Smith, fireman for Engineer determine at this hour. It can be
ter. You have packed everv com
stated positively that sixteen were On Trial
AVOID ADVERTISING
society, the Child Study circles mittee.
Cosslet, slated that he saw the headUnless you are willing, no
Before
Crawford
Evidence
many oter organizations will member can move to discbarge a
light of train No. 16 as it rounded killed and thirtyf5ur Injured.
ana
peculiar
was
One
of
features
the
SoO
curve,
part
yards
distant.
the
abont
in
the
exercises in the vari- committee from consideration
of a
Was hington, I). , March 16.- The take
Submitted Showecl
He went to the engineer's side, and that or the Hewitt family. Out or a
He Intended
bill and take it up In the house. You
navy (le;iartment Is determined to pro- ous parks. The principal
saw him at the emergency brake. family of eleven only two escaped.
will
be at Klyslan park sit, an enthroned despot, subjecting;
exorcises
tein naval titles from commercial
Grant Kelker, engineer of the second The others were burned to. a crisp.
by their use for advertis- and Central park. In accordance with reports and destinies of this great
Murder Large Crowd Present.
engine of No. 3. and Harry Hartman, During the progress of the flames, one
ing purposes and Civil Kngineer F. a suggestion by Mrs. Wllloughby Rod- people to idetates of your own unman, who is at the head of the Out bridled will. Who Stands today be
his fireman, both noticed the head- man was seen hauging from a car
C. ITiudle, IT. S. N.. (retired), who
light of No. 10 as It rounded the window. 'For God's sake, gave me!"
door
Art section, many men and wom- tween progressive, enlightened people
In
makes
his
home
this city and who
curve. Kelker yelled: "lok out!" he cried, but the heat was too intense, Tlle iari
ct W H. GiMunwaier,
W. T. McCroigiu wa.- first wit- draws the pay of a rear admiral by en wear carnations in their button- and that statehood to which they are
and applied the emergency brake. for the rescuers to reach him. Slowly the alderman in the present citv ness called. Ho stat-- the
You, sir; only you.
You
dethat
virtue of civil war service, will be holes or belts. Many children are entitled?
Engineer ho roasted to death before the crowd council from the Tnird ward, charged fendant called
Both escaped l.y jumping.
crack your whip, and the majority of
thio..ice c" The renuireil to change the name of the adorned in tho same manner.
j with carrying a
Kelker s ated that he had barely re- ar:ur.d him.
concealed weapon. Evening Citizen at
this house cowers at your feet. You
about Z o'clock on the Admiral
Mining, company.1
land using same in a threatening
covered himself when the whole train
turn your thumbs down and the house
afternoon of March ll'h. and began Th. otfi-c- rrindle
was officially reported re- - RATHER OLD FOR A
ner, came up this morning, at 11 abusing witness
Officials Say Exaggerated.
seetued afire. Train No. 2 was comfor publishing articles cently tor "reprehensible c nd'ict" in1
REGULAR DRUNKARD. deals a death blow to prostrate, bleed
posed of mail car, express car, two
Denver, Com.. March 16. Tlu lo- - o'clock, before Police Judge C'raw-cing Oklahoma.
in this paper, to which defendant had making line
Washington, I). C, March 16.
of
con-- !
the
naval
In
title
lay coaches, two tourists and two
Attorneys
with
ford,
Mc.Millen
&
and
Rio
officers
Here Shackelford said that he bad
of the Denver
taken exception; that witness attemptwi h a business concern.
It ney Hughes, now In the district jail read In the morning paper that
All the sleepers Grande railroad state that the early Raynolds, Klock and Owen, and T. ed to remonstrate
standard tdeopers.
with him, wherewas cui.-- i
particularly
objec-- i unti('r a short sentence of imprison-tiona',)!were saved. none of the occupants reports of the wreck were exaggerat- - N. Wilkerson, representing the de- upon defendant grew
"Uncle Joe'' had given it out flat- abusive and
:;at he used i title which ' m,'m for drunkenness. Is celebrating :
being injure.. All three f the en- ed. Thev claim tha- onlv sixteen peo- - fendant. and Attorney K- - W. Dobsou threatening;
I'Ji'K-ill" wimiu uui peium 1110
'
he
ed
that
h
defendant
he fl'-gines were practically demolished. pie were killed, none in the Pullmans, j representing the territory ou behalf if he was
hid no right to employ ln l10S birthday t day 1 he keeper houS(3 t()mitt
r0cur , the gene a ,,,,,.
armed. nA that defendant
0111 man
hiuii;i--lu"
me
iu!i
wiui
manager
n:imo
ins
any1
aud piled on top of each o'her. The and that uoti of the injured ate
"ia
J""
under
,ht
of
business
The
f
statehood bill, and pro
replied: "Yes. I am. :ul I came over
n.'0' special privileges In honor ceeded.of the
circumstances. A detect in the pro-!tfirst three cars of No. 16 were piled tally hurt. The killed were riding in tuning wizen.
a horrible announce"What
to use if." The
witof
the
on top of each other, but before the the gmokine car on No 3.
When i"cae n.is culled the rep- - ness' testimony wa practically the ceednigf appears to have been thatiof b'8 Mr'aday and Hughes is com ment ro make ii t free country."
vreckaga took fire, most of the pas-- ;.
of the defendant liuved same as this papers account of the thi n n.'iiendation of departmental Paratively happy. Many persons have- The confusion in tho house throughof money and dellca- out Shackelford's remark was such
reprimand f Prindlo was made before! 8,'m nim
'.'tigers were removed.
,,,aL ail
liut'S!"'s "
affair, published" i'i previous Issues. thuARTIST
SOCIETIES
Hughe was found guilty of that very few members
officer was permitted to offer his ,'t'MLack of Proper Orders.
knew what h
i'iiui
V
aU
Witness
DBORIPI
rcrr
w ;it nr. '.' say that lie
then
Aecordlngto the statement if a
which alleged that he, al- - 'habitual drunkenness by a jury In sai l, when Tawney stopped him with
ruom.
called
defenriav
as
a
lat16.
iv.ard.
the
It is
Nw York. March
passenger ill t'.e front coach of No.
Barnard's court about two the objection.
ihoiig'-- president of the mining com-- ! J,,!,,'
J. A Ileal. Harry fod.)ii. K. I.. ter was back:ag
out f the front door, I, any. had nothing to do
I:'r-lthat the txhtliition open- Iwlwuti W II lliu- - uiut
A
there were only eight or ten vacant
Itlnnilin whereupon
e'ks ago aud, nothwl hstandiug his
with the selec-- i 1)01(1
pulled
r
d
a
.
Gillenwat.
r.
'"'- witnesses for the plaintiffs, were then
assertion, that he had nrt touch-th- - SECRETARY TAFT WILL
i'
Two men. J. L. l,awtou of
tier, ot its name.
,uj u,.Urr iu
At the came time'
triin his pocket.
Mo., and S. H. Sweeney of hiety of American Artists at ie,swurn aad o nle-w- l
navy department has entered its:,'a a drol t,r liquor for seven years,
from the court exclaimlnK.rovovlver
NOT BE APPOINTED YET.
C,
it
an,!
"Yes
vrin
Trenton, Mo., escaped with slight in- American fine eiri, uauerier. win oe
found guilty und sent
miln
Vunhir.gJ'on. l. C.. March 16.
c
en
in a letter to Irindle',nu
"
'ou;"
stepthen
w.'tiess
that
Sweeney was pulled from thu the last show by thi otganization
Cjuries
him that steps must at l Jan 10 sooer up. iiugnes remem
Taft was in consultation with
" W'ui'r
." ir,'
i'.Ped out cf the door with
a piece of a:..l i;i'ermei
in.iss of wreckage Just before th fire for the National Academy of Design Kveuing Citiwn. who wa, tiitle away Kg8 ,
01
e :ak-to change the name of bers tho war of 1M2 with great dis President Roosevelt for some time to,,y
han(k.a
hilu
an
emplove
and the "socie'y," as it always Is
rcac.ied him.
.
day.
u .or llH
UIW" I ,
The president later authorized
Prindle will be obliged tlnctness.
lie
nr. f
n staff, when--i- i Hie concern.
The nlf.ce where the trai;u came spoken ef among artists, hav male the affiuy took place, was noticed
a statement regarding the retirement
t!il.- - or run the risk of disputing
repia
defendant
th
pistol
u;'i
in
one another, "looking to- taking notts. hereupon the lawyers l is
together was
mile post 147. overtures
of Justice Brown, to the effrct that
of his sujierlors.
Naval ORATORICAL CONTEST
pocket, and hu r'ertly started for
llorli train.-- were rounding a sharp ward a con lidation of these two in- fcr the defense aro.-.BY VIRGINIA COLLEGES. as he will not retire until June, when
u :id moved that hU
:
are iiiiKh interested in this
M
office
in
the
Trust
curve, around a high Oluff. Ir" was stitutions, and ngo' Utions are now he &lo t'v cxcli'di-,11H.
This the supreme court takes a vacation
case
..count of the recent discus-si'.:.- , Richmond, Va., March
company's building.
impossible for the rntrinenien of tither !n proKrf-ss.f ' the territory.
Atinrr.ev iHibs-iii'the
life of line titles bv staff evening Richmond college will moet until October, the prescient will take
of
Upon
at-s
by
'...on
In the conduct nf these negotia- then arose an! staud :!i!?i the said
In an ora- further time to decide tho c.uestioa
aitUoiii-train to tei. th o'her trsin until with-it- in this particular in-- lis rival, Randolph-Macontorueys
witness was
l.as appointed a KJ-jwas tJt a wi:u:-- .
in the cjse. asked so for the deVi
a fine silver cup of !tis successor.
about 2"0 ards of each, other. At tions the acad-n.no questl- n raised by torical coim-s- t
here
is
r
We
.0
many
that
appear-uiat.teaud R;o commi'-frthe Santa rI his point,
consisting of it president,
The
will be held In Richmond
therefore should -' allowed to r J, u irrelevant toijue''.
in hand, Civ:: K'uKineer I'rindle's riRlit to the college-debate
the
- chapel this evening aud a large
Dlelmar. : the secretary, main hi the coin roi.ni. bit tV? ;.t
Grande tracks run close together, and Frederick
'it:.- of r ar aiiniiral. It is pretty well
Kansas City Live StocW.
u
'hat
among
romment
caused
Henry W. Wat roar, and C. Y. Turner torneys for the ti.-:
prw.pt ,y the large
it was easy ' " ''i cngineuiea to
is expected.
Kjisas City, Mo. March 1(5. Catnumber ot spectators pres- - known t a' he has no authority any attendance
I'.iiu,, train to be en tne Tin- - c .umiit'ee representing the. board xuuitii tied him to anpear as a vlt-the
question
be,
The
will
debate
for
tle Receipts. U.ooO.
the title, and in
including 200
ent. one spectati-r niarking in an ciailv to
fall, of control f the American Society ess for tin' defeii.-whereupon he audible
Santa Fv track The sucw
"Resolved, That all the street railway southerns;
ofiie.-tlier he nor any
market s'eady; native
voice. "1 r cr would have
of Ani-riiSevere cold a'H'-iujt at midniiriit.
f.vi.; th- - court believfd
Artists consists of Kan-o- also was exclu-leIncluding
subways
elefacilities.
and
pe.tjii led to make use of
s'ivrs, UMLftni: southern steers. J.5d
if McMillep's will
that a ln-t'ox. Samuel Ishem and Aobert room. This move, or. th.- pu:t of the prominence
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t rtnan sciintlst
Aft I' a ta study th sleeping disease,
He should send n copy of his report
to the Iniorst'ite Comim ret- - Conimls-
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Official Paper of Bernalillo County
and City of Albuquerque.
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Afteraoon D'tpttcfcM.
City tni Crafty
Tin Lirtnt Nrw
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In advanca.
hr mail. ana
Iallir by mail, par month
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Day
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looking

any
To fill your prescriptionway but accurately. We have
made and do make a study of
the "know how" in prescrip-

W1

WATCH

FOR THE ICE EDITION.

priate place for you to live?"
"I don't know," replied the victim.
"In a drawing rtom, of course."
tdrertliiiig Rates Kade Known on application
"That's so," retorted the victim.
turning upon the pest. "That's whtre
ocHhT will confer a faor by notlfVIn at
the netors should live, to How alout
of th paprr.
Snmd iatlr on any
Masons and Odd Fellows? Where
ahould ho addraaaact to the
AM
and
lttrCmnrM Pcrlimiixo
Drafta. should they live?"
Tnu
and axpraaa monay ordora
"Why, in in lodging houses. Hut
hacka. poatofnc
in it ba made payable U tor ordar of tlir now Room me musicians:
company.
"In flats. That's easy. Rut where
would the cab drivers live?'I
A3
Colorado ir
Automatic
"In Pullmans. I suppose. And the
Taa iTimiio Cittct:

ntd

B. H. BRIGGS & CO.
j

First

(

man?"
member of the Iowa legislature from street
"That's too much."
handing in a similar bill, and in this
"In Saratoga."
case tie author Is a physician.
"But I don't s e it."
R. H. Gregory, physician and legis
it's a watering place. Now
lator, wants the doctors of Iowa to be run"Hecause
alonz and be good. Don't, worry
empowered to legally kill incurable people
any more. You're only a secvictims of paralysis, leprosy, cancer, ond class pest, at that."
Imbecility and certain oher kinds of
hideous diseases and deformities.
SOME SPRING SNAKE STORIES.
The bill provides that at least three
Gloversvllle, N. Y., March 16.
nhvslcians and the county coroner "Some people think a snake ain't got
no brains, but that's where they're
away off," said Bud Hartman, the old-e"trapper in the Adirondack foothills. "They're just uz cute uz a fox.
any day in th' week. One spring I
druv th' bus fer th' Sacondaga house
an' used f help out in th' chores an'
I seen with my own eyes whut I'm
tellin' you. We had a little spring
house back uv th' hotel, where we kep'
ft .
th' milk an' cream an' butter. Well,
T
.
sir, jist af er th' warm weather come
HA
on Kiithin' begin goin' wrong in th"
spring house. Ev'ry niornin' there'd
.
V:
lie one empty cream can. We coulrn't
make out how it disappeared fer there
d
stron-- ; door on th' house
wu:'. a
sn' a lock we knew couldn't be picked,
Y& ,!'&:.
fry
so one nis'.it th' boss had me lay fer
th' thbf.
"I hid in a place where I could
watch th' door without bein' seen an'
I stave! awake oil right enough till
mornin', too, but when we went inside
there wuz th' empty can. It wuz
provokin' an' th' boss got it into his
head th't I'd fell asleep durin' ih'
DR. R. H. GREGORY.
ight. an' he hinted uz much, so J
try it another night, but inshall unanimously agree upon the ne- said I'd spring
h?use that time. Well.
cessity for the legalized murder there- side th'
ux th' night
in proposed. The patient himself, If sir, 'long in th' middle
a splashin' in th' cream and
he be an adult of siund mind, must II heard
lit a lantern I had wiih me t see
unite in ihe request, as must also his
whut wuz goin' on. Right there In
nearest kin. In the case of children, th'
middle of t'a' can wuz a blacksnake.
the parent or guardian must consent.
his
A full rejiort, sworn by the partici- an' say, hut he wu.z
wuz so busy
pants, shall be made to the secretary tail 'round "ft. r fair. I He
ste nie an' wuz so interest
of the state board of health. Any he didn't
jist wau-hehim instead uv
person abusing the privileges offered ed
tail whirlin
or depar.inc from the strict letter killin' him. He kep'allthat
cream an
th'
churned
till
he'd
thereof, will subject himself to the
eat th
quietly
an'
down
sit
he
then
enaltles regularly prescribed for first
buttermilk.'
up
th'
licked
an'
butter
degree murder.
s

4

M. Jean Sarrkm.
who
has just
formed a new cabinet In France, has
been a power in French poli ics for
fifteen years. The last time he held
office was in 1 Sits, when at the request of his friend. Brisson, he, with
some reluctance,, consented to accept
the perilous post of minister of justice at the time of the Dreyfus controversy. As such he instituted the

ai

,
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PROPOSED PURCHASE OF ISLAND
FOR $175,000, OR $700 PER ACRE.
West Point, N. Y.. March 16. The
purchase of Constitution island, in the
Hudson, as an addition to the military
reservation of West Point, has been
recommended by the secretary of war
in a letter to congress. Secretary
Taft at the same time submitted reports from officers of the war department and from General Mills, superintendent of the academy, to show ihat
the academy needs ni're room. He
rtcommended that an item be incorporated In the Military Academy Appropriation ' bill for 175,000 to purchase the island. The island is at the
bend of the Hudson, opposite from
her and only about :,u0 yards distant, lis area is H5n aero and it
has long been the properly of the
Warner family. On the island are the
remains of breastworks begun in 1775
and completed later by Kosciusko.
General Bates. chi f of stnff. in a
repori says: "There is every reason
for the government making a purchase
of the island, and none for not making
it. The present owner is an aged
woman who, for sentimental reasons
has always refused to sell an ,acre of
preher property to private parti-sferring to live undisturbed in hier
home; and now, as the property must
soon pass into o'her hands, her one
wish is to have it go to the govern
ment."
It is proposed to use the Island, if
purchased, as a drill ground in prac
tical military engineering, and spec
pontooning
lally In
in
exercises
Rowing across the river to the pontoon
site 011 the east bank, according to
the war department authorities, will
afford useful and additional practice
for the troops.

TOUR EUROPE

C.

E. MILLS AND OTHERS OF
MORENCI. ARE INSPECTING THE
PROPERTY
MOUNTAIN
BURRO
NEAR THERE.

of the
C. R.- - Mills, superintendent
Detroit. Copper company, at Momici,
property; DunAriz., a Phelps-Dodgcan McLean, ; f the same company,
w ith several other
and Alfred
prominent mining men,, arrived in Silver Ci'y in a private car and left to
Inspect the Burro Mountain Copper
e

company's mining properties in the
Burro district.
There Is a report current in Silver
people
City that
the Phelps-Dodgwill take over this property.
e

INTERCOLLEGIATt
EXHIBIT
'

'

''

WILL
BOY METHODS
COLLEGE
ELICIT NO LITTLE ATTENTION
FROM ARMY AND NAVY MEN.

.'""Ysrf
'

f
tv-.r

i

.

JEAN SARRIEN.
proceedings in the supreme court,
which rebuiie.t in the qiiashiug of the
first iriaj and in tin; ex captain being
brought baek to France to s;and trial
anew at Kenn.s.
He is a man of '',. a lawyer, b in
of a middle class provincial lumily,
and during the war with Germany
won the Cross of t;io Legion by gallantry under fire is a captain of Mobiles. He has it presi iiti d his native
district of th Kuone et Ixdre without
interruption, for nearly thirty years
in the chamber of deputies.
M.

KILL the COUCH
wo

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
Now Discovery
Pries
COckSt.OO
Free Trial.

0L0S

buxeat and Uuitkeat Cure for ell
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONKl HACK.

fcjJM

M

been

teams competing for the championship. Each team
will constat of three fencers, and in
mad of each man meeting ever)
other, the. twenty four cuntc slants will
draw for positions and be divided
i tit
ihree squads of eight men each
in the.tltvt diy'ri meet; each man
wi!) meet every other man in his
squad, and the biee teams 'having
the lowest total of victories will be
dropped.
The othels will advance lo
the finals. In this way only HI bonis
Tin-r-

WITH

rONSUMPTION
OUGHS and

New York. March 10. The Inlt t
collegiate fencing tournament between
the crack t ams oi' Harvard, Yale, Columbia. Cornell, Pennsylvania, Wes:
H' r; t
Princeton mid Annapolis will
oj'eii tonight at the New York Athletic
clui) I'ytnnaMuni.
Tne
tournament
will he concluded toniiur w evening.
It ;s by l:tr rlie largest i" ml most important event of ilia Kind which lia.
in Ibis country and is a:
talo n '.a
tract ing considerable at t nt inn. The
woik of the fencers will le clo-ei- y
watched ly the experts of the l"ni:c,l
S a;es army and navy.
The tournament, which will begin
this i veiling, will be conducted undei
a new plan, which will cause a con
Hiderable decrease in the number ol
bouts to he fought f r first honors.
I'ndtr the former system every man
euteied was obliged to fi nee ( Very
other man, and the result was an en
To obviate
til c!y too large series.
inunwieldy character of the round
robin series, which would have bicu
larger than ever this year owing to
the
the admission of Princeton
league, a compromise between the in.,
style ami (he elimination method has

S

will be eigiit
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KAY ED

al

NOTARY

PUBLIC.

Thos. K. D. Maddison,
with W. B. Childers, 117

Office

Gold avenue.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

Books audEXPERT ACCOUNTING
ited, statements prepared, improved
ys'ems installed. Twenty years'
guaranexperience.
Satisfaction
teed. George H. Browne, ll't South
Second street. Albuquerque. X. M
BEAUTY CULTURE.
--

MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
I.ar. of New York city. .The latest

scientific appliance and up to date
methods fo- - treating the hair, face
and scalp. Complexion steaming and
bleaching; manicuring and shampoo
water
Ing. Electrolytic
automatic
avenue.
(.13
West Gold
ina.-san- c.

Auto

i

bone 279.

CONTRACTOR

AND BUILDER.

Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRAc
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
cheerfuily furnished; Job worn solicited. Automatic phone, 724; sbop at
Ml North Second street, Albuquer
A. L.

due.

N

,

M.

ARCHITECTS.

F. W. Spencer and V. O. Wal ing
ford. room. 40 47. Harnett building
A'.ba.jnerc-ie- ,
N. M. Both 'phones.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON,

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD9
M. W. FLOURNOT
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

LE

A

Dral-cias-

double-ba-

r

shotgun; bran cew
relet!,
never has been used; one of th
best nukes. Call at The Citizen of
flee for particulars.
KOlt SALE Tho oldest and best
candy kitchen and ice
ice r am parlo.' in All.tiqu rque.
Si cond street,
t'a'.'. a: 211 South
at.d invest igilte.
Fo
ALE OR TRAnE 1 rooming
hous. s. T. L- McSpadden, :',uu South

Rs

Hri.'ntvvay.

FOR SALE OR TRADE Areyuu iu
I
teres , .,1 in mines?
have some
said t i,o good deals. Talk with
,

T. L.

McSpadden,

200 S. Broad- -

L. B.

City Undertaker.
Commercial Club Building.
and white hearse. $5.

WHOLESALE

Flour, Grain and Provisions
FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUEKUE, N.

RAIL! DAD AVENUE
;d4k5ok'-c-c'o- o

o0
0404004

Th

que,

N.

M.
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0
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In other words
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PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Cofuistcnt Prices

F street

.l.C.

RUPPE

NEXT TO BANK Of COMMERCE

203 W.

Ravtfroad Ave.

B ALDRID GE

NATIVE AND CHICAQO LUMBER

roarj'jMm

SH ERM

AM 3 PAINT
Always
BUILDING
PAPER
Covers more, looks best, wears
plMter'
"toekUnie'
Cm"1'
longest, most economical, full
measure.
Paint. Glass. Psth Doers, ete
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERCUE N. M.

W. Dobson.

Office Crcm

well block. Albuquerque, N. M.
LAND MATTfcHS.

I

oeoeoeoeoeoeoeoeoeoeoeoeo

H. W. S. Otero,

United States Court Commissioner,
Will attend
703 West Silver avenue.
to matters before the land office

0

z

Albuquer
Office, First National

E

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

Invitation
Catalogue
Blank Boohs
Receipt Boohs

how to do

.

Bank building

0

Programs

115.

R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

Envelope
Note Mead

i

Pensions,
copyrights, caveats

patents,
letter patents, trade

Q

Letter Head

i r e e t,
Com in e vei a,l
T? v i m t i ii ir

Bernard S. Rodey.
.
Albuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice In all courts of the territory and before the United State
'
land office.
Ira M. Bond.
lands,

M.

O0SOSCCOK44 Oe0

O

C o

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

32

Q

GROCER

LAWYERS.

D. C.

0

ESTABLISHED 1171

printer know

Colo. Red
316.
A. BORDERS,

.

ft

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Grocerls
In the Southwest.

phone

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

B.

PUTNEY

UNDERTAKER.

N. W., Washington,

cv

OO C0CCCOOC3CZCC

"OLD RELIABLE"

A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.

High-Frequen- cy

FTjR-SA-

Santa Fe Railway Company

OKTOOOO4KZ0004KZ54K

0

PHYSICIANS.

6--

first-clas-

$250,000.(10

$100,000 00
17,000 00

XDCOOOXXOOCO

E. KRAFT,

Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
avenue.
Office
No. 306 Railroad
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. ni.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntments made by mail.

Auto.

$500,000.0

m

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.

mall.

-

.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

CARDS

Dental Surgeon.

Lest local ion
ished rooming; bouse.
in th" city. Address F. .1.. this of- 0ce.
FOR SALE A gooil general merchandise and grocery business, with meat
market included, aud buildings for
rent.
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
North Broadway.
FOR SALE Black Monona and Barred Plymouth Rock eggs, for hatching: 7", cents per wetting. Ed.
Albuquerque, N. M.
-in
FOR S A : "E $70rw ill buy equityon the best
residence
streit in the city; will rent for 45
niet.th: owner leaving tov.il. F. L
McSpadden. 3"3 South Broadway.

&

f jfjJplS

President; Wo, FARR, Vice President; J.
HERXDON, Cashier; Roy Mc DONALD, Assittact Cashier;
E. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
' JAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CARXS.

Room3 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by

way.
&
FOR
SALE Cheap, Fairbanks
power gasoline enMorse
gine, suitable for small pumping
plant. Enquire J. W. McQuade.
A good
FOR SALE OK TRADE
Schuniaker piano. A bargain. T.

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

O. X. MARROX,

DENTISTS.

J.

President

Capital Paid in
Surplus and Profits

street

DR.

RY.

o! Albuquerque, New Mexico

z

22S

FE

The State National Bank

2
m

North Walter street.
SELL, RENT OR-- TRADE list your
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
FOR SALE OK TRADE a good business for city property. T. L. McSpadden. 300 South Bropdway.
trading post;
FOR
SALE Indian
good location and a paying business.
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broad-

SANTA

Vice Bsesident

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

r

PROFESSIONAL

&

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

os

FOR SALE.

TOPEKA

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

five-roo-

Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25, Whiting building, over
Vann's drug store. Automatic
I.. McSpadden. 3n0 South Broadway.
telephone. 410.
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
DR. R. L. HUST,
nt a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office.
FOR SALE A bamisome HartlinaQ
Tuberculosis treated with
piano, in fine condition and almost
Electrical Current and Geruew, at a bargain.
For particu micide. "Treatments given each day
lars, call at this office.
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
FOR SALE A good paying hotel in in attendance.
Both 'phones.
300
small town. T. L. McSpadden,
SHADRACH,
G.
DR.
W.
South Broadway.
FOR SALE $25,000 ration at n bar- Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
gain: will take small property in
Throat.
exebange. Write, wire, phone or Occulist and and
Aurist for Santa Fe coas
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303 lines. O'lice, 3131a West Railroad
South Broadway.
avenue.
FOR SALE A snap, for $lti"b. 7 room
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
house on corner lot, 71xbi". Seven-ty-oii- p. n
feet, of cement sidewalk; city
DRS. W. H. & J. D. NUSBAUM,
In
wati r. Must be sold at. once.
Wt
quire ';M litst Coal avenue.
Physicians and Surgeons,
-- OR EXCH A NG K- - For
Ft i ll S A LE
Ofllce over Hlckox & Maynard's Jewcity or ranch property, a new furnelry Store. Second strei

J. R. Farwell,
X. T Armljo Building.
ACCOUNTANT.

Room

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Win, Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. CTomwell.

five-roo-

FOR SALE One saddle mare, cheap.
J. W. McQuade, 234 North Walter

and Solicits New

SOLOMON

WANTED Men m each state to
14 ACRES
signs, advertise and
travel, pos
ALFALFA
Salary
goods.
our
of
samples
leave
LARGE ORCHARD
per
for
day
$3.00
per
$73.oo
month.
HOUSE
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
block,
Chicago.
Atlas
Also
house on North
FOR RENT.
Fif;h street, three blocks from Hail- road avenue. This must go.
FOR KENT Brick house, with bath,
at 2u7 North Fifth street. Maynard
Gunsul.
PORTERFIELD CO.,
Hotel,
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
FOR KENT Gold Avenue
John M.
completely furnished.
Moore Renltv Co.
work and conveyancing.
Notarial
FOR KENT Sunny furnished front
room. 103 West Fruit.
Electric
lights anil bath.
FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms ior
o
CO
E.
light housekeeping.
Mrs. H.
way.
Rutherford, nl7 South Boat
x
RENT Fur and
FOR
houses; modern. W. H. McMillion
Real Estate Dealer, 211 West Gold
avenue.
brick
FOR KENT A four room
m 0
house, 011 North First street, close
in. Call nt Rankin & Co.'s, or at
O
617 North First street.

al

CARDS

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation
Accounts Capital, $130,000.00.

FINE RANCH
One mile from Postoffice.

al

PROFESSIONAL

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Loan

Co

five-roo-

is conducting
The Courier-Journa popularity contest that eclipses anything of tiie kind ever promoted in
the Courier
that section. Briefly,
Journal proposes to take on n seven-week- s'
tour abroad nineteen young
women from Kentucky and southern
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the
day the party leaves Louisville, July
12. until it returns to "The Old Kentucky Home," August 2'J. To give all
has di
a chance the Courier-Journvided Louisville aud Kentucky and
Southern Indiana into eighteen districts, and the most popular young
woman from each district is to be the
one to make the tour. The nineteenth
young lady is to be selected in another way. Readers of the Courier-Journare to select the guests for
the paper, by ballot. It is estimated
that 1he trip alone will cost tho
about $13,000. to say
nothing of incidental and other neces
sary expenses. There may be a young
woman from this section who is a
candidate for this tour. Write the
Courier-Journa- l,
Louisville, Ky., for a
1st of candidates and full details of
the tour.
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SALARIES AND, WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly a ads
On
and strictly private.
Time:
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see ns before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
31S West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

Broadway.

YOUNG
ABROAD AS ITS GUESTS.

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

Furniture, Pianos. Organs, Horses
Wagons and other Chattels; also on

On

MALE HELP WANTED.

TO TAKE
FOR SALE Furniture of
WOMEN
house; also chicken house.

THE COURIER-JOURNANINETEEN

Capital and Surplus $100,000

Three-year-ol-

Money

FOR SALE All lots in Coronadii
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 SouUj

FREE

al

BUY MLVER CUY PROPERTY

FENCING

mi

IS IN

NEED NOW OF ROOM

1

Typewriting nnd stenographic work. Miss Blackall. The
Alvarado.
WANTED To rent or buy, a good,
second hand cash register. Address
B. this office.
WANTED Car load or good, gentle,
r,
native ponies. See F. E.
at T. J. Shinlck's blacksmith shop, Copper nvenue.
WANTED Gentlemen's second-hanclothing. No. 615 South First street,
south or viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED Position as housekeeper
for gentleman by (lerman woman.
City or ranch. Address Emma Wels
Albuquerque.
By Chicago wholesale
WANTED
house, assistant
amj mail order
manager (man or woman) for this
county and adjoining territory. Sal
ary, $20 and expenses, paid weekly;
Expense money
advanced. Work
No
pleasant; position permanent.
investment or experience required.
Spart time valuable. Write at once
for, full particulars and enclose
envelope. Superintendent, 132 Lake street, Chicago, 111.
d

he graduates of the competing
colleges, together with three Judges
selected from the New York clubs.

POINT

r--

Luck-singe-

will

WEST

St.

WANTED

Preps ALVARADO PHARMACY

Both Phones )

WHO
LEGISLATOR.
"I.ooks hard, but it isn't? In cots.
CIAN. PUTS IN A BILL THE How at'Otit file lumberman?"
WESTERN IDEA OF HOW THE
"In boarding houses. But take the
KILLING SHOULD BE DON.E
sailors, for instance?"'
"Dead easy. In log cabins. Where
Des Moines, Iowa, March 16. Unl
Booker T. Washington live?"
should
versal denunciation of the Ohio bill
"Humph, you've got me there."
to painlessly par; Incurables from
And the Wall
this world has not yet deterred a "In the White house.

15c.

MEXICO

furnish-

WANTED.

oock:kkoocn

FH3LPS-D0DG-

is

iwntfirvfu,rrrr.

St. and Gold Ave.

Make your wants
known tttrougn
these columns.

STRAYED.
OR STOLEN
heifer; black; white spot on
Finder, or anyone
forehead.
ing-information
leading to recovery of animal will receive liberal
reward. Address J. B. Bush, Box
4S, Albuquerque.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE..
TOEXCUANGE f have eome'ranches
to trade for city property. T. L.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
McSPADDEN
The exchange man.
See him for business exchanges.
300 South Broadway.
1'U EXCHANGE 1 have property ib
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property.
Talk wltn
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.

POSITIONS OPEN

TECHNICAL

harnessmakers?"
"Oh. that's too simple. In bridal
BILL TO LEGALLY KILL
United
How about the
chambers.
00000
INCURABLES IN IOWA States senators?"
will be fenced, with eight teams enTry
rooms,
sure.
be
to
"In slate
tered, as against 189 last year, with
this cne: Where the Philadelphia's?" one team less. The Judges
year
IS A PHYSI-

NEW FRENCH PREMIER

CHARGE,

MINIMUM

VI 7 Chemical Building,

,

In- -

sertlon,

HAPCOODS (Inc.), Brain Brokers

-

...4

for.

One cent per word, each

t
at nnre competent Architect. t'hemi.M,
TVniiirhtumen, Superintendent, tOivil, Klertru.il,
ManneanH Mining Krurineer tn fill nnsiti'in
Also mjny Kermtve, Cler-1- 1
il jnd Salesman wismonRand (rimd opportunities Iiit
service, (her
nrn having m'.pev l invest with their
reiy on u for all their huth irra.la
I'noo employer
eacluaivelsr.
rrade
in
ritie.
Hih
ren timers
it
cd iate pmiti"n desired.
U'ri'e 11 ' rb

ana

Crt.

NEV

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them

tion work.

"If you were an artist," asked the
by Currier, 60c per month pest,
"where would be the most appro,

arill ba rleliTarfd In tha
r weak, or for u
tka low rat of 20 ranta
monthly.
paid
par
month,
mhm
onai

My

Here you'll find
what you've been

We Cannot Afford

j

Friends of Cleveland man accused
f l.iuamy think he will phad insanity
Thnl s work'.nK I he sympathy game.

00

Monte uma Tftist Co
ALBUQUERQUE,

-

a

OF SUBSCRIPTION!

TmHy

!' v. I'- ii. t in is a fine type of the
:ihIit-- i ri.lnisUT a wideawake young'
m;in."
"Ves.
different from the modern'

nm

16, 1906.

COLUMNS

The Citizen's Classified Colnmns Promote Business

eonpreatlens."

Mk

TIKMS

i3i

MARCH

BANK INSTITUTIONS

j

sin.
'

WANT

POPULAR

To take any chances of having
your proscriptions filled accurately.

j

FRIDAY,

Albuquerque Evening Citizen

You Cannot Afford

Most Anything

Weekly sy

Tbc Citizen Publishing Company
I

tOOCK'OOOOOWOO.OOOOOC
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SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF
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YOU WANT THE NEWS

,

o
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EVENING

'ALBUQUERQUE
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LAS VEGAS AND RATON ITEMS
CLIPPINGS
COLUMN3
GIVEN.

'1

FROM
SCISSORED
CREDITS ARE

AND"

T'rnm the Optic:
The lai!iOR of the. Kaavu
gathered in force Wednesday r ..:nt.
to raet-- t Mrs. Minnie Miller, z aii.l
matron of the order In N-Mr;:
who Is making an official visit to the
lodges throughout the terrifr;-- .
Addresses Were made by Mrs. MMler.
and by local nieraliers. exemplifica
tions of the unwritten work and t no
floor work were given unil a bounteous repast was served.

'1
'

LOTS IN EASTERN ADDITION TO BE SOLD AT

PUBLIC AUCTION

K

JJ?orrn
T

EtoTEWlADDJTlOti
Iwrrtrnt.t

fa

FOR WHAT THEY WILL BRING

i

I'

SATURDAY, MARCH I7TH
ST. PATRICK'S DAY

K. Adams, w ho
S. R. Dearth in
a. abutment In Ias

has been assisthis undertaking
Vegas, left with
liia daughter for his former home at
Auburn, Ind. He will pack his household furnitrue, his cars and funeral
paraphernalia and will return to Ias
Vegas about April 15th. He has decided to make his future homo at Albuquerque, anil will open undertaking
parlors there soon after his return.
15.

ing

Look over
the ground
and decide
to bid on
what i you want
A
l rk coin
- '
Vr
n
f
ir
vf
i lu uc i iciu cxl
w uciuic tnc ouiu.
uiUL.r ill Lilt; cll- j
iuliui
ternoon and 7 o'clock in the evening in vacant store-roo- m
8 on Second Street in First National Bank Building
Uv

Ell Green, a former resident of
now the proprietor of the
Office saloon at Trinidad, has been
sentenced by Judge Cunningham to
pay a fine of $500 and to serve a term
of six months in jail for keeping his
place open Sunday. Trinidad is considerably wrought up over the severity of the sentence, but Judge Cunningham Justifies his course by the
fact that Green was fined once before for the same offense.

J.as Vegas,

tu

-

--
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LOTS
LOTS
LOTS

1

BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK

9, 10, 11, 12
9, 10, 11, 12
9, 10, 11, 12
7, 8. 9, 10. 11, 12
1, TL, 3, 5, 6 '
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
1. 2. 3. 4, 5, 6
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 10, 11, 12
1, 2. 5, 6, 11, 12
7, 8
1, 2, 7, 8
5, 6
1, 2, 7, 8

w

24
33
34
43
25
32
35
42
47
55

'

A

SURETY INVESTMENT GO,,
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I

J mm
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BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK
BLOCK

6
12
12

r

41

26
40
49
52
51
Q
R
K

L
U
M
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Auctioneer.

KNIGHT,

DONE FOR THE PURPOSE OF BOOSTING

C

i-- I

12

SCOTT

rf

a

C

fM

f0 W

Owners.

con-nectl-

-

LOTS 3, 4, 5, 6, 9
LOTS 2, 3
LOTS 9, 10-- , 11, 12
LOTS S, 6. 7, 8. 11,
LOTS 1, 2, 7, 8,
LOTS 1, 2, 7, 8
LOTS 6, 7
LOTS 1, 2, 3, 4. 5,
LOTS 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
LOTS 7, 9, 10. 11,
LOTS 1, 2. 3, 4
L0T8 7. 8
LOT
4

j

LOTS
LOTS
Percy F. Megargel and D. P. Fas-ae- tt
LOTS
will leave the city In the morn54
LOTS
ing in their touring car. Reo Moun50
taineer, continuing on their way to
LOTS
IVew
York, by the way of Raton,
53
LOTS
Trialdad, Pueblo and Denver. Tiiey
in
days
have been waiting for four
this city on C. C. Catron of Santa Fe,
who wiil accompany them as far as
Mr. Catron had an accident
Deliver.
WE POSITIVELY GUARANTEE TO HAVE NO BIDDING
n his way to this city, which caused (L
the delay. One of the gasoline tanks
of the auto began to leak, and when
one of the members of the party
lighted a. cigarette the tank exploded
and almost burned up f.io machine.
and operated exclusively by farmers AFTER MAY EVANS
living along the line, with the excepRATON.
tion of one or two stock holders livFOR CUTTING SCRAPE
From the Range:
ing in Raton. This company is an
The shops and round house of the independent company and has no
Rocky Mountain route (St. Louis,
with the Colorado Telephone NOTORIOUS CHARACTER NOW
Rocky Mountain and Pacific railway) company and owns its ovn system,
LOCATED AT MAGDALENA AND
will not be built in Raton. This
a dollar of indebtedness.
without
BE RETURNED TO SANTA
WILL
is final and work will be begun
FE TO STAND TRIAL.
at once on the needed buildings at the Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum, Itch,
location selected, six miles south of
Ring Worm, Herpes, Barbers'
town. Here the company has purMay Evans, a notorious character
Itch.
Grant
chased of the Maxwell
of
Santa Fe, who, some days ago,
attended
are
diseases
All
upon
these
of
company 2,400 acres of land,
up a gentleman friend, after
carved
inwBtcli
Itching,
is
almost
by
intense
which they will build deK)t. round
house and shops, and will make that stantly relieved by applying Chamber- which she fled the city, has been lopoint their base of supplies while lain Salve, and by its continued use cated at Magdalena, and last night
liuilding the road. The Uind purchased a permanent cure may be effected, .i Deputy Sheriff Baca of Santa Fe
covers the territory for some dis- has, in fact, cured many cases that county, who 6pent yesterday here,
Price looking up the woman, left for that
tance around Clifton bouse, and also had resisted other treatment.
For sale by all place to secure the woman and re25 cents per box.
controls an abundant water supply.
turn her to Santa Fe, where she will
meeting of the druggists.
At the Saturday
have to stand trial for assault with
o
lj;ard of directors of the Johnson
Mesa Te'.ephone company, it was deThe elevator trust has, been at: deadly weapons. When the cutting
her victim,
cided to put in a metanic toll line tacked by the government. The ele-- affray first took place,
from Raton to Folsom. to increase the
or trust, of course, raises prices. rather than have his name connected
with the escapade, refused to prosecapacity of the rentral on the mesa,
cute, but since that time a warrant
The
and put a central In Folsom.
A Lively Tussle.
has been sworn out for her for ascompany will spend about
"' on the
race, con- sault, and is now in the hands of the
improvements and place the system with that old enemy of the
deputy sheriff for service. The Evans
This com- stipation, often ends In appendicitis.
in first class condition.
stom- - woman Is an nil 'round bad character,
pany started a little over a year ago To avoid all serious trouble with King's
and has been making the Capital City
with eleven telephones, and now has ach. liver and bowels, take Dr.
reg-- and
stamping
Albuquerque
her
over sixty telephones in working or- New Life Tills. They perfectly
der, and are putting in more as fast ulate these organs, without pain or grounds for the past several years,
having been employed In Robert's
as they can be Installed. It Is owned discomfort. 23c at all drug stores.

A

4-
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mm. m mm mm

LOTS 7. 6.
LOTS 7, 8,
LOTS 7, 8,
LOTS

4- -

PRICE

r

Restaurant, on West Silver avenue, part of the lot Is occupied by a
y
not long ago.
frame house. Mr. Whitten,
formerly rather havy holder of AlAlways Keeps Chamberlain's Cough buquerque real estate, disposed
of
Remedy In His House,
most of his holdings and removed to
"We would not be without Chamber- Ios Angeles,
with fhe avowed Intenlain's Cough Remedy. It is kept on tion of making
that city his future
hand continually In our home," says uome, but evidently
the prosperous
V. W. Kearney, editor of the Inde- outlook
city's future, led Mr.
pendent, Lowry City, Mo. That la Whitten ofto this
once more
his faith
Just, what every family should do. to the metro not Ih nf Kuv pin
M.ivi
When kept at hand ready for instant consideration of the deal was not
use, a cold may be checked at the out- made public.
set and cured in much less time than
nfter it has become settled in the
Torture by Savages.
system. This remedy Is also without
"Speaking of the torture to which
a peer for croup in children, and will some of the savage tribes In the Philprevent the attack when given as soon ippines subject their captives, reminds
as the child becomes hoarse, or eveu me of the intense suffering I endured
after the croupy cough appears, which for three months from Inflammation
can nly be done when the remedy is of the kidneys," says W. M. Sherkept at hand. For sale by all drug- man of Cushing, Me. "Nothing helped
gists.
me until I tried Electric Bitters, three
o
bottles of which completely cured me."
BUYS IMPORTANT LOT
Cures liver complaint, dyspepsia, blorxl
ON WEST GOLD AVENUE. disorders and malaria: and restores
The ljt at the northeast corner of the weak and nervous to robust
by all druggists.
Gold avenue and Third street, meas
Price
uring !0xlf2 feet, considered one ot 50c.
the most valuable pieces of real
estate in the business district of this MANY SETTLERS TAKING UP
city, was yesterday sold by the
LANDS NEAR LOGAN.
former owner, J. M. Z. Charbonnel of
weainer nas omajned in the
ruir
Iajs Angeles, to T. A. Whitten of Los Ixgan section of New Mexico of lute,
Angeles and Albuquerque, The rear but It has been a little colder than inj
two-stor-

1

health-Guarantee-

February. Live stock is In good condition. New settlers are arriving in
that vicinity. Two of these. Mr. Mc- Hart and Mr. Hawn. formerly of Har-jriman, lenn., have Just come, and
nave Drought their tanillies with them.
They liave taken up homesteads. Mr.
Hoyt, also of Harrtman, Tenn., a
Civil war veteran, has come to that
town, purchased property and Is erecting a house for his wife and sons,
who will arrive about the 20th, Inst.
Mr. Drake and family, accompanied by
several others, arrived
last week
from Texas and have made homestead
They brought their house-helentries.
goods and live stock with, them.

Our New Store
Will

Take Place

Tomorrow. Saturday, March Seventeenth,
Nineteen Hundred and Six
Prom

Two-thirt-

y

Until Ton o'clock

Everybody Cordially Invited
Music, Souvenirs, Eefresbments

Albert Faber
:iOn-:j-

)

kai!n.al Ave.

UPSTAIRS.

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR

My merchant tailoring mop lg upNo. 209 West Railroad ave-

stairs over

nue, where

I solicit the patronage of
All work guaranteed first
class, as I hare had fifteen years' ex
perlence In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. ' Ladies' garment
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give mo a trial.

the

d

HOPING

FOR A HOT HEREAFTER.
house Is the possessor
stove. It is lumped that

The school
of a fine new
the children
after. Fish
Beilevue (O.)

m9

will keep warm here-- '
Pond
correspondence,
Oazette.

public.

O. BAMBINI.

Scientific Wonder.
The cures that stand to its credit
make Uucklen's Arnica Salve a scientific wonder. It cured E. R. Mulford,
lecturer for the Patrons of Husbandry.
Waynesboro, Pa., or a distressing case
of piles. It heals the worst burns,
a:res, boils, ulcers, cuts, wounds, chilblains and salt rheum. Only 25c at
all drug stores.
A

he Formal Opening
of

MERCHANT JAILORING

o

j

Doctors Are Puzzled.
The remarkable recovery of Kenneth
Mclver of Vanceboro, Me., Is the subject of much interest to the medical
fraternity and a wide circle of friends.
He says of his case: "Owing to severe
inflammation of the throat and congestion of the lungs, three doctors
gave me up to die. when, as a last resort, I was induced to try Dr. King's
New Discovery and I am happy to say,
it saved my life." Cures the worst
coughs and colds, bronchitis, tonslll-tl- s,
weak lungs, hoarseness and la
grippe. Guaranteed at all drug stores.
50c and 11.00. Trial bottle free.

'
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Coming City Election
3d of April the citizens of Santa Fo will elect

the

city officials for tiTe coming two years. The selection of
proper men for these positions is of great Importance
to tWo property owners and tax payers here. Right men
Jn.'the right places can and will do much towards the
advancement' and progress of the municipality.
The present city administration had not much to com
mend it and not much to crticise it. It was and !b a
"man ana" administration, like Micawber, "always wait
ing for something to turn up." The coming city admin
is tration should be more energetic, more strenuous and
of a more efficient strain.
New Mexico and its capital are in the public eye
and many tourists, health seekers, capitalists, Investors
and immigrants are coming this way. This city can
secure its share of these desirable people if it presents
a clean, healthy, and handsome appearance upon their
and sojourn here. If it appears dirty, dilapidate".!,
slow and uninviting, it will repulse them. The republic
ans of the city propose to put up a ticket for the coming city election to be composed of good men. patriotic
citizens, property owners and tax payers. New Mexican

liner easing Prosperity

s

Clearing house returns at all the leading citleK ol
the VniteJ States for the months of January and Feb
ruary showed an aggregate of $2S,7S4,000,(KI0, an in
crease of 28 per cent over the same time last year, says
Henry Clews. This is an indisputable evidence of the
great activity in business and can partly be attributed
to the mild and open winter. The latter consideration
has permitted all forms of constructive work to go on
with less interruption than usual.
No serious stoppage of traffic has occurred this winter, and railroad earnings show unexpected increases In
consequence. In the mouth of January fifty-foroads
reported gross earnings or $57,000.00(1, an increase of
nearly 19 per cent for that month. In the first week ot
February forty roads reported earnings irf $8,300,000, an
increase c;f "3 per cent ; in the second week of February
forty-on- e
roads reported earnings of $8,600,000, an increase of 31 per cent; and in the Cijird week of February
thirty-nin- e
roads reported gross earnings of $8,700,000,
an Increase of 30 per cent. Such returns are beyond the
most sanguine expectations.
ur

'

Bosses
of Cities
evening ..Judge Alton

On Tuesday

15.
Parker addressed the Mississippi legislature. His address was a
very able effort, but of course from a democratic standpoint. One utterance, however,' seems to be non-- p
and worthy of citation:
"Still privileges grew by whin it fed on; still, with
the daughters of the horseleech, it cried: 'Give! 'Give!-Ialmost every city and local community of Importance,
there were public franchises and rlffnts. So, these were
cither given away or sold at. prices ridiculously low,
nearly always without those wise restrictions which provided for the payment of taxes, or for renewal on new
and more favorable terms, fait- alike to public and to
private interests. It was not long until the holders ot
those franchises formed an alliance with those above
them in rank. From this new source, there trickled
down added rivulets of bribe money, and other legislative bodies were opened to manipulation by the boss."
ir-s-

-

Roswell Record: The democratic primaries of Kddy
county has been set for Saturday, May 19th.
It was
decided by (he county central committee to exclude Mexicans from voting at the primaries. The Record considers this a political mistake tT.at will react anainst
Eddy county in territorial affairs for years to come.
True, most of the Mexican-America- n
citizens are republicans, and many of them are not to be relied upon
calling themselves democrats at the primaries, l,ui intelligent and honest Mexican-Americashould not be
summarily classed with the Ignorant and vicious, why
not go to the republican leaders ol the county and ask
them to use their influence with the Mexican republicans
to keep theni away from the primaries? The republican
leaders can do (his if (hey will, and In Chaves county
the republican organ has given
ttiat they will
keep their voteis away from the democratic primaries.
A
Frtiitland Tribune:
number of bailing eiiiz.ns
met at Las Vegas lecently to discuss plans for dry farming the soil so that the moisture precipitated during the
good deal of intention of late and will undoubtedly be
in extensive operation in the near future. The name is
misleading in itself, as all crops require a certain amount
of moisture. lry farming Is a scietifie system of mulching (lie soil so that th emoisture pneipitated during the
storm season js retained and thus utilized. At the state
experimental station near Montieello, I'tah. very successful experiments have Uvn conducted, and should
the system prove successful, a large part of the west
is destined to blossom as the rose.

PISTOL

ljine Express:

When the year's accounts
come to be reckoned up, sheep will be found contributing
hot a littlo to the profits, and it must be hoped (hut the
lambing season will leave us
ith augmented flocks.
The scarcity of sheep has passed the stag.1 when it was
merely an interesting matter of figures. Jt is actually
visible, and so ar; lis results. Farmers in (be wesf"?.d-land- s
agree that there are noticeably fewer sheep on the
roots than in past years, and as one goes towards the
cast tine bears the same remark. Flocks tire tew or and
mutton dear, r everywhert to say nothing of wool,
whose deariKhS is due to other causes
I
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lsJo clean

up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.
THE NAME

Versus
of Poverty

mi iMMr

if

Wm. CfoapBin
Not only means the

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest

Pg

x-x-z-

-x-x-x

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and

ft

carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confi
dent that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

cross-examine-

Derivable

From

well-to-d-

Win. CHAPLIN

e

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

c

Brunswick

life-beari-

ti

BILLIARD

POOL

&

Parlors

M.

Gussaroff

!'

MEL IN I

rar

EAKIN,

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

UNDERTAKERS

i'.

1

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

l
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201-21-
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T. A.
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Nashville American:
A Tennessee ijf,. insurance
company whbh can write $',lo:i,000 worlH jf new business in iyo5, and have lapses during the-- ' same time '!
$080,000, a net gain of $1,417,000. shows that home companies, in why n the people have confidence will prosper
It is an tncouruging aigu, because it means keeping the
money at home. Tennessee should have a iiiniber ol
blrong Jll'v nnd fire
companies.

16, 1906.

Newt-Tribun-
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IT S DRESSING UP TIME AGAIN. OLD
(Continued from Page 1.)
WINTER
HAS RECEIVED HIS DEATH BLOW AND EASTER
IS
McCreight,
still
whh the witness,
NOT FAR OFF.
from
It has been the practice of some American news- under fire of
papers to speak in contempt of the "Latin races" and the numerous attorneys representing
WELCOME SPRING WITH A CLAD SMILE AND A NEW
th" deftnse.
SUIT.
to underestimate the proportions nnd quality of peoples
The court room was packed, when
probably a
:hr-- hearing commenced,
not Teuton, Anglo-Saxo- n
or Gaelic.
FASHION DEMANDS MANY CHANGES WITH THE NEW SEASON
larger nunbir of "spectators being
Few Americans have any idea of the area and conpresent than over witnessed a jussequence of the Spanish-speakin- g
world into touch with tice court (rial in this city, In pre
LAST SPRING'S CLOTHES ARE NOW OUT OF DATE
which this country has been brought. Hubert M. Skin- vious years.
THE WIDER AND LONGER LAPEL, THE CLINGAt 2 o'clf c';. this afternoon, the
ING BACK WITH THE SLIGHTEST SUGGESTION OF
ner, writing for the National Magazine, brings out seme case was resumed, with W. T.
THE "CORSET FIT" AND A FULL SKIRT ARE SOME
n?ain 0:1 the witness stand.
interesting facts with regard to the p ple who l
OF THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THE NEW AND
Harry iKe'.M-;- , and his father, K. 1...
the "sweet meandering Spanish name."
OLD.
Podson. were examined, and both de"The Spanish speaking woi'm," he says, "Is much clared that they saw Gillenwater pull
larger than the French speaking, and nearly as large something If looked like a pistol
KINK AND
as the German speaking. There are perhaps fifty mill- from his hip pocket. They did not see
on the outside with the
ions of people in all who make use of the French language, and seventy millions all told who speak German pi ce of gas pipe, but both declared
HAS BEEN HONORED In The MAKING Of Our SPRING SL'ITS
that Olllenwa er made some remark
In some of its forms.
There are probably sixty-fiv- e
as he passed them. Harry Hudson
SINGLE AND DOUBLE BREASTED CUTS
millions or more who speak Spanish; and If we Include declared that Gillenwa er said: "If
$12.50, $15.00 OR $18.00 UP TO $30.00
those who use the closely related Portugese, the number lie meaning McCrelght, and using an
will
about eighty-fiv- e
millions."
aw tul curse word I. doesn't know what
We'll
give
you
your mind's worth and your money's worth
Eighty-fiv- e
millions not a company to be despised. a six shoot r Is, I'll show him." The
The Spanish speaking world referred to Is growing in cross examination did not in the least
wealth and population. Its birth rate exceeds, so far as change thelh testimony.
J. A. Deal was called and testified
known, that of America, and is second to that of Gerto Gillenwater coming to The Citizen
many alone.
Americans, North Americans, jest at "volcano repub- office, and when asked if he had a gun,
alderman said: "Yes, I have one,
lics," "revolution markets," and all of that, yet Buenos the
and will use it." He gave his acCLOTHING AND
Ayres, In the Argentine, is a city of a million souls, with count of the heated conversation begigantic elevators, warehouses, wharves and all the tween McCrelght and Gillenwater,
structures and implements of commerce and much opu- and the latter being invited fo take
lence of art and learning. It Is twice the sire, of Madrid. off his gun and have it out, which
The progress of Mexico has bee nrapld and the marvels the alderman declined to accept. l.V
stated that McCrelght addressed the
brought about in that republic have astounded the
captain, when the alderman entered
tourist. Chile Is a good second to Mexico.
o
a mild tone of voice. He related
The race element is of a character to keep its Indi- in
how Gillenwater pulled his gun, and
viduality. It Is not readily absorbed. In fact, it cannot McCrelght calling him a coward.
be absorbed by the English speaking people seeking
The witness could not testify that
domination.
Mccreignt bad a poker in his hand
Slowly and painfully, but surely, this
Spanls.i as alleged, but was positive in a statespeaking world is learning the lesson of self government. ment that he saw Captain GillenThere Is the fiery spirit that will not submit easily to water standing in the street, just outThe Citiren office, with a gun of
conditions that forbid nelghlorhood quarrels, but will side
blue steel, and large caliber, held in
learn unity and practice it before giving over its destiny both
hands, and pointing directly at
to be shaped by an alien race.
McCrelght.
The solidification of the Spanish speaking world to
J. A. Blondln was the next witness
the south of the United States into a big republic Is far and related what he knew, stating
from being an idle dream. A great federation of a great that when Gillenwater entered .e of
people in South America would result in the forming fice he was cordially greeted by Mc
of two woriTl powers on this continent, and the lesser ot Crelght. and that Gillenwater snowed
it was a few
these would have formidable proportions when viewed some excitement, as could
sav what
minutes before he
from another hemisphere.
articles he claimed had offended him,
He told of Gillenwater ackowledging
00000COCOCKCO0
that he had a gun and came over to
the office to use it. He told how (711- lenwater backed cut of the office
F&KicJciiffigpes
and pulled his gun, pointing it
:
He did not see any piece
DemaiTflcSs
of gas pipe in McCrelght's hands un
gun
til Gillenwater had pulled his
to and had left. He tesMfied that Gillen
OCKOOCKXXXXXXXXCX00000000
water was invited to take off his gun
Of course, h is right and proper that humanity and have it out, but the former le
should view the investing of tho emperor of Japan with clined and at opportunity backed out
the office, pulling his gun when
the Order of the Garter by a representative of King Ed- of
called him a cow ard.
ward, with respect and humility. Hut the whole thing McCreigh
F. R. IJyas was the next witness
looks as ridiculous as sticking artificial flowers in a called for the territory.
leacoek'8 (ail. Tiiinge were preity solemn around the
After the attorney for the plaintiff
Imperial shack at Tokyo when Prince Arthur approached. had inquired the name and occupa
x ;
There was dignity in clusters. "When everything was tion of the witness, and had asked
ready, and Mutsuhito seemed in a proper frame of mind, him to recount the happenings of the
3000 pairs men's fine shoes
we are told that "the prince kneeled on a cushion and afternoon of March 14th, when Gientered The Evening Citizen
buckled the garter around the emperor's left leg." Fine; llenwater
office, he was asked:
Those 250,000 Japs who are living on acorns and
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
"What was Mr. Gillenwater's atti
boiled stfaw lit the northern part of Japan are going to tude when h entered the office?"
be tickled almost. in(o spasms when they hear of this
"H eseemed angry and was tremb
1000 pairs misses' and children's fine
new honor that a king has conferred on an emperor. ling whether from anger or fright,' I
know,"
not
was
reply.
do
emperor
the
was
And Edward Rex is not stingy. So Japan's
shoes.
The witness then went on to state,
also given the gold star, mantle, and velvet hat of the
answer
Gillewater,
in
to a quesorder. In return he decorated the king's messengers that
McCrelght, had replied:
with the Grand Cordon of the Rising Sun. And Prince tion from
I am armed, and 1 came over
"Yes,
Arthur also got away with the Grand Order of (lie Chry to use it, too; that McCrelght had
santhemum.
requested witness to bring him a club,
It is all right. These titled gentlemen have to
after Gillenwater had made this resomething to kill time.
liut while they are spending mark and that witness brought him a
moneys in chunks on things that seem about as impor piece of gas pipe. That witness looktant, as a tin whistle, one wonders why it doesn't occur ed al Gillenwater as he handed the
gas pipe to McCreight, and saw that
to them to confer on the
Gillenwater had a pistol in his hand,
works In Ixjndon the Grand Cordon of the Full Stomach. and
adding that he, the witness, did
It
would not be possible for the ruler of Japan to not stay to see any more.
and if
The gas
do a little something in the way of u Royal Concession pipe, the witness said, was handed to
of a Square Meal lor the shivering ones in bis kingdom. McCreight after Gillenwater had pull-- d
It might not
his pistol. The witness was not
into the papers, but it would be rememd
by the attorneys lor
0
bered generations after some of the gimcracks so dear to
the defense. The territory then rested
royal hearts had crumbled to ashes.
and the witnesses for the defense were
This was at 4:05 o'clock.
OOOOOOOOOC000OOOC0C0C0XX 0 called.
W. H. Springer, of the Springer
I ransfer
company, was (he first and
only witness called f:r the defense.
BeraeifHs
Mr. Springer testified that he was
fritting inside of his office at his desk,
Hornne GaipdieEas
and saw McCrelght and Gillenwater
arguing In The Evening 'Citizen office. When Attorney Ikibson
asked
OOOCX)0000XIOOOOX)XK0OCO
him how far his office was from The
Into school yard and vacant lots, into (he gardens Citizen office, he said it was aliout
of the
back ninety-fivinto base little rubbish-strew- n
feet, and actually testified
yards and dim,
rooms tho Home Gardening hat he saw McCreight in his shirt
packages hav brought beauty and sleeves and Gillenwater arguing in The
association's
Joy. Just as Ruskin's beauty crusade transformed the Citizen nice. When asked a certain
dingy factory towns of England, so have the efforts ot question he could not answer from
his own knowledge, but caused much
the Home Gardening association become a great Influ- laughter
among the spectators
by
good
in
ence fur
almost every community of the United saying
that bo had read I: In the
States. Wherever a ray of sunlight can penetrate, tbese papers, and
therefore, knew. He testifAlbuquerque Foundry and . Machine Works 0
packages carry'Their message of cheer ied, that while sitting in his office he
little
1
and hope. They are teachers and books in one. Gently saw Gillenwater walk down to The
ft. R. MALL, Proprietor
but insistently they impress cleanliness, patriotism and Citizen ottU-e9
and said he wondered
Castings;
Ore,
Coal and Lumber Cart; laaftlmfi
Iron and Brans
right living. Flowers set a standard for the things about why Gillenwater went ir.t-- j the office,
1
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front
because lie knew of the hard feelings
them.
Buildings.
C
Children who tend their own flower beds in the between Gillenwater and McCreight.
Rapalrt on Mlnlnn and mill Machinery m Uoaelaltt,
yards are possessed with a fever for raking and tidying When Auorney Ikibson asked him if
Foundry east aide ot railroad track.
AJbaqaerqae, If,
he
had
McCrelght
ever
express
heard
up: (hey trim the grass, clean the walks, killhe weeds,
any bin. r
feeling
ooo-o-ooocooooGillen.
anainst
and burn the rubbish piles, because they are not going
water. Springer testified that he had
to have beauty or their own flowers marred by ugly sur- not, but formed his
opinion
account
roundings. Cleanliness and flowers go hand in hand, for of sc. i,il articles which heonhad
Wholesale liquor and
Dealers
seen
&
deep lu tbe sou of man Is a delicate sense of the etrnal in the papers. He then testified that
SEBSR
Agents
Exclusive
tor
Yellowstone
O.
C.
F.
and
Whikles Moet A
fitness of things.
when Gillenwater was on the outside
0 home gardening is character buildChandon White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
ing. Whoever sows a, seed plants something of himselt the Ian. pulled his gun. and that
Jos.
Milwaukee
Schlltz
Bottled
Beers,
and owners and distributors
Th, finest iilaee in the eity to
Willi it.
aided a piece of gas pipe or
Atnl wi'h ccry little plant that grows under
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for oar Illustrated-Cataloguand
his care come un 0111 of his home earth little tendrils some oiler instrument, in a threaten-sjiend your idle hours.
Price
Telephone,
199.
List.
Automatic
Salesroom ill South Fint
ing maimer. When asked by Attorney
of love and hop.- that twine hImmu his heart, and
Albuquerque. New Mexico.
Street.
Dobsori whether Gillenwater came out
becomes as finn y rooted to his soil as are the plants he of
th. c;,v fast or slow, he said that
loves and tend-- .
Best brands of Cigars and ToGilli nw.i;, r came on- preity fast and
The Home Gardening association is spreading in- was ha. ,wn 0ut, and walked up
bacco always on hand.
the
fluences that will eventually accomplish the great task street twoanls his office. Mr. SpringTHE CELEBRATED
of transferring t!ie landless man to the manless land. er's t. - lauiuy, from the fact that he
0. W. Strong's Sons
People remain in the close teuenfeuts and slums because stated Hint he could see what was eo-- l
they know nothing belter than the dirt and turmoil Ing 01 a The Citizen office, while
STRONG BLOCK.
i tin- - ..
his desk inside ef his office,
of the city streets. The work of the Home Gardening
Proprietor.
ty five feet away, and at an
associtaion strikes at the root of the great social ques- about
over seventy five degrees,
tion, it germinates the desire for better things. Every angle
Second street, Barnett Building.
one of its little seeds blossoms Into more sunshine, more caused niac'i merriment among the
spectators.
mis
ill
ill
light for the soul that pluntslt.
mill
On the conclusion of Springer's testimony,
court asked the attorneys
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
m l.i o b ides whether the testimony
The Limit.
Bottled In Bond.
ajid
Superintendents
Falrview
Young Wif- e- An, l ,lo ou really love me?
id;
inlr
would be acep'ed as to LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSSanta
Barbara
Cemeteries.
STABLES
FER
Voung Husband-- 1 do, my ,ear; and
am willing the d, o n lant carrying concealed a
to give you almost any proof of the fact not exceeding ileii.l'j
weapon,
and the defense Horses and Mules bought and ex :
MONUMENTS
awree 'i:it it would, thus inakingGilcnangeb
dollars."--Womantwenty-liv- e
Home Companion.
lemvii!
N. Second St.. Both Pbous.
guilty t 1he offense vt (.ar. BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Distillers.
ryir.L
Second street, between Railroad and
'iicealed weapon.
At th College Concert.
FRANKFORT.
KT.
As '
Copper avenues.
Evening Citicn go. s to
s!
Who is that 1. How singing now?
I'l'e- ".mien's nre being heard on
Hi
Oh, he's the chap on the foot ball team.
Albuquerque Novelty WorKs
'lie e. i.. aint of handling a deadly
I thought
Slu
o bv tin- wav he's mangling that veMELINI
&
.a a threatening manner.
EAKIN
F. 8. HOPPING. Proprietor
song.
Vonkers Siuit mi:. in
C.i;.Gillenwater, the defendant
'aplaced
321 South
Street
Bole Agents.
WHS lie
upon the stand to tes-.- i
mammae XSMttBSSRKsil
my
:t,
Albuquerque,
M.
At
N.
behalf.
own
the afieiJust received, targe tuupiuuui ui
Mt Often.
UP TO DATE SIGNS
' Why uro
u
un o the court, Thomas K.
Automatic Pbone, 199.
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
bowing t(, that inun? !) you know tl.JO'l I). Mi
was
subbiituti
011
Repairing of all
Tribune
d
Bicycles.
him?" asked Madge, jn surprise.
as the
St. Ho.! ..'
kinds. Before buying give us a calJ.
In
for the ti n hoi
203 WEST 5ILVER AVE.
:ht
"Yen." said hi r clu.ni, "he walked over me so many
t
lrewer. owing
limes getting out between ac(s Ht the theater last night to !! 'i Miss Nellie
A Citizen want ad will get tbe bust-miher of swear m: .l that
Suldseribe for The Citizen a.n.1 ce.t
Suhseribe for The Evening Citizen
that, we got real m acquainted." IMrolt Free Press.
! tbe new.
aid.
:ti (he lestiuiotj.
Lets Try one.
and get the uews.
ooooo--ooooooooocxx-
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Peoples

SpeaHiira$

Force of Icfforani

j

Gems

THE WELL KNOWN

Six months ngo Pennsylvania was notoriously the
most corrupt state In the union. Hut tho people arose
in protest, throw sortie of tho grafters out of o.liee an'l
registered a popular demand for honest government. A
miracle has boon wrought. Tho results of the fperial
legislative session Juft ended ;i llarrisburg seem little
less than revolutionary. There have horn ennr'ed radical
reformatory measures that promise to affect materially
the whole political status of the state.
The legislature has repealed the odious "ripper tolls"
fchlch robbed Philadelphia's mayor of his powers and
put the city government under ring rule. It has passed
A number of highly Important and drastic election laws,
one of them providing for an honest registration system,
another of a uniform primary, and others aimed at cor- rupt election practices. In aiMition the legislature has
passed a law placing Philadelphia under civil service
regulations and an act intended to prevent future irreg
ularities Vn the handling of state funds for the benefit
of favored bankers.
The promptness with which the legislature moved
to comply with the public dejnand, once tiey became
convinced of Its sincerity, is striking evidence of the real
weakness til machine organization and corrupt bossism
as against the power of tho people, if the people bu
lake the trouble to make their power felt. In spite of
pessimistic doubt and cavil, political reform, when pop
can dominate every department
ular and whole-heartetit government. The ballot, when rightly directed, has
lotft none of Its potency.
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BRICK MACHINERY
PURCHASED

IS

ICOAL THIEF

NO TRUTH IN

THE STATEMENT

From That Democrats and RepubSt. Louis After Fight
licans Have Reached an
Understanding.
For Possession.

So Writes

TO

L

C. Allen

Bh ifllPPL'U

TEN

IN

EACH TO HAVE STRAIGHT

DAYS

TICKET

A number of promin.nt democrats
Pt
niiK
ln March If. 1 !'..
"Have purchased plant complete, on f tho rlty held an Impromptu mwl-ir satisfaction, to l e
r. I).
In the office of
last nk-'u- t
guarantee
t
pt d in ten days. Leave for home to-- , H Carnn, ;n the dan! building.
v.;iieh time mat ers pertaining to the
morrow.
E. C. AI.LKN."
coming city election were discussed.
"The meeting was of no special sitc-J- .
The above, telegram was received by
nincance,"
manager
said Dr. Cai ns, chairman
the
office
Joucs.
for
Pcrter
city committee.
Athnnierniie Pressed Itri.U nnrl Tile of the democratic
company, and means the arly con-- r "and while there was a little talk
ruction of a plant to be erected in among ourselves of a
this city. The telegram was Bent by ticket, there Is absolutely no foundaH C. Allen. general manager for the tion for the reKrt that a basis of
company, who went to St. Ixmis a agreement had been reached between
few days ago to purchase machinery. the two parties. We will not consent
That the machinery has really been to a fusion ticket unless the repuh
securfd will be satisfying news to the Means grant us certain concessions,
stockholders of the company, all of and at present, there is no indication
which are residents of Albuquerque. that they will do this.
"We are making our arrangements
When Mr. Allen landed in St. Louis
he found that, he was not the only for a fight for a straight, ticket, and
purchaser of a brick plant In the St. we believe we stand as much chance
Louis market, and that there was with a straight democratic ticket as
only one. complete plant there to be the republicans do with their tlcke".
ticket has
had. Whether he would get It or the No talk of a
other fellow would get H, meant a been forthcoming from the other side,
fight. Then there followed a periou and as far as I know there will be no
ticket In the field at the
of suspense among Albuquerque back-erct the. new brick company, broken coming election.
"There will be a meeting of our
by telegrams received
occasionally
from Mr. Allen, telling of the progress central committee Thursday night, at
of the contest for possession of the which time matters of Importance to
plant. The above telegram is evidence us will be discussed, but last night's
that the Albuquerque man won out, gathering was not a political meeting
and that a brick plant for the Duke In any sense of the word, but merely
a g&.hering of a few democrats who
City is insured.
By leaving St. Louis on tomorrow happened to drop into my office to
evening, Mr. Allen will reach Albu talk over the situation.
querque Monday night.
"Then there is no understanding between1 the democratic and republican
parties as to a
ticket?"
CANS AND SULLIVAN
was asked of rr. Cams.
"None, whatever," was the doctor's
IN THE ANGEL CITY emphatic
response.
It is clearly evident that bath the
republican parties will
democratic
lxs Angeles, Cal., March lti. The put straightand
in the field at the
tickets
prize fight for the championship be- coming municipal elecion.
No talk
tween Joe Gans, the colored pugilist, of a partisan ticket is heard, with the
and Mike (Twin) Sullivan, which will exception of a certain few dissatisfied
take place here this evening under
and both sides are makthe auspices of the New Arcadia Ath- ing extensive preparations for a fight
letic club, is attracting unusual inter- for a straight ticket.
est. Nobody doubts for a moment
the ability as a fighter cf Joe Gans,
and It is believed that, after his re- INDIAN FARMERS
fights
cent confession to two fake
MORE PROSPEROUS
with McGovern and Britt, Gans will
fight fairly and without faking. The
battle will be fought under a canvas THERE IS A GOOD OUTLOOK FOR
tent, which has been erected for this A BUYPER CROP THIS YEAR.
grounds.
occasion on the haseball
George E. Brown, superintendent of
Under the conditions of the fight the
men are to weigh 142 pounds at six irrigation fcr the Indians, said that
o'clock this afternoon.
The fighters the Indians tinder his charge would
are to receive fifty per cent of the have the most prosperous year this
gross receipts. Of that amount the season they had ever known, says the
winner is to receive 65 per cent, the Phoenix Republican. They have so
loser 35. Those who are in a position far. had plenty of water, and the Indito know state that both fighters are cations are that there will be plenty
s
condition and that a live- until their crops are assured.
Jn
The Indians did pretty well last
Notwithly mill is to be expected.
ot
standing his recent confessions tne year, having sold 20o.00u
They will do better this time.
sporting fraternity seems to have
fldepce in him. He is the general They have about 1,200 acres In crops.
in lots of
favorite and the bets against him are This land is cultivated
made at almost prohibitive odds. Ed- about ten acres, on the average, and
die Granby, who was the referee :n will have to support perhaps 000 Inthe Gans Britt fight, will also be the dians, most of whom are Maricopas.
That much land might not enable that
referee in this fight.
many whites to live in what they
TROUBLES OF WEDDED LIFE would regard as luxury, but the In
dians will regard themselves as afflu
ent, if the crops come right.
g
Recently Harried Man Tells of
They are taking more interest in
,
Experiences with.
farming than ever before, the interBetter Half.
est manifesting itself in not only a
more vigorous cultivation of the land,
- is
Thenno story in this, ami a greater attention to Irrigating, but
improvement of the looks of
llictc is tiolliinjj; funny in it. It is in theholdings,
mcri'ly the ''tiniest rtonrcliiiiii of ii their
im-n- ;
in ;i ii for the truth, sayn the
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.
Mexican Herald. It occurred at
Chicago Live Stock.
an informal confession held oik
ReChicago, March
Ifi. Cattle
afternoon last week after business ceipts, 2.00(1 ; market steady; beeves,
hours. The Becker had nor been $.'UtO!a6.;iO; cows arid heifers, IX'
5.20; stockers and feeders, $2.75( 4.75 ;
married loiijr and was trying to Tevans,
$.'.t;5fi 4.50.
learn the system oJ theotlu rs who
Sheep Receipts, l.ooii; market was
G.V);
lambs
sat about the Hat 1omm1, bottle-liede- t strong: sheep,
I

j
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favor-hunter-

first-clas-

Home-Comin-

They had been
married considerably longer.
"Now, 1 want to know," said he,
"what the limit is. I mean the
limit of talk I must make to make
home happy. My wife likes to have
mo tell her the things that happen
at the ofliee during the day. She
wants me to tell her about the K'o
pie I've met during the day. In
other words, she wants uie to be
S'oeiable w lien I otile home. Well,
can tinder
now, hat's all right.
stand (hat. She gets lonesome,
and it's a fact I've got a habit of
riot talking much. Am inclined to
be rather quiet, and sometimeshe takes that for groiicliiness.
That's natural, too. Can't blame
her for that. Then some days
go to the ofliee and make up my
mind that I'll load up my mind
with the interesting things I'm going to talk about when go home.
and reach home with
noiigh stuff in my head to fill a
newspaper and begin to unload.
Then my wife takes a long look at
me and gels busy with something
or other in another part of (he
house. I go look her up and con
tiiine uiv line of talk. Of course.
she can't sav I'm groucliv. but she
does what's worse. Wit h what she
intends to be her most withering
tone, she suggest that I 'must
have had a drink this afternou.'
Then I admit took one just after
I left
the ofliee. She begins to
look amused and sas she is quite
sure I never slopped at one. or
Now,
wouldn't be so talkative.
w hat am I to do?"
The older na n merely shook
their heads, siuhed. and then in a
chorus told him it was a disease
thev would both outgrow.
ked shrine.

;

1

I

-

$4.f!ot4.2r..

Provisions.
Chicago, March lti. Following were
closing prices today:
Wheat May, 78c; July, "fc'ic
Corn May, 43c; July, 437,c.
Oats Mav, 2Hc; July. 28c.
Pork May, $15.95; July,
15.N2'2.
bard May, $7.90; July, fS.
July, $S.4.V
Kills May. 8
42-f.-

Closing Stock Quotations.
New York. March lti. Cl uing quo

tations today:
Atchison, com
Atchison, pfd
New York Central
Pennsylvania
Sou-turPacific
t'nioa Pacific, com.
Ciiion Pacific, pfd.
Copper
, com
I'. S.
I'. S. S., pfd

93
100 M
146T8
137

,

W

.153- . 95Mj

.

.1077
.

40
10C
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AUTO INDUSTRY

IS

sin-fee-

I

I

Subhtrilio for The t'HUon

All the news.

and get

Officer Patterson Made

An-

other Important Arrest
Last Night.
HAD

HIS

WAGON

TliLkE

PACE

ALLEGED THIEF

IS PROSPEROUS
An

NAME

HAS ASSUMED

JUST RECEIVED

Interview Had With W. C. George Miller Proves to be
Conrad Irwin of
Porterfield on Several
St. Louis.
Important Subjects.

MINK

A0

FIVE.

RESOURCES

OTHER

ASKS

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

AND CARPETS

RUGS

PAPA TO COME TO HIS AID

It now (kvelops that George Miller,
MW.acwt in Mivcr city ami i.rani
nt
frmgasnsmsssn
?lccial OHieer P:.:t iso
he
Santa le. captured another c,,ai thiei ''ouniy genera.iy is De ter man i nave under arrest In this city, charged with
seen it in the twenty years of my stealing a ring. Is n: t Georce Millet
l.i.--r
evening
,
The officer s attention was attracted residence th re," said VV. C. lortor-fleld- tit all. bu; Conrad lrvin, of St. lxuis-- ,
of Silver City, who was at Santa Mo.
This fact, leaked out through a
to a certain gondola filled with coal,
The Latest Designs and Colorings.
upon which one Qulereno Garcia was Fe the other day, in attendance at a telegram sent here by the young man a
meeting
of
the
board
of
territorial
father,
is
who
man
of
a
said
be
to
busily
ngaged in filling a
with the fuel.
In a twinkling. pharmacy, of which he Is a member. means in the Missouri city.
"I doti'i particularly mean that busiYoung Irwin has sent several messiii.o-(iarcla was under arrest and
was soon behind the bars. The pris- ness Is good so far as drugs are. con- sages to his dad, describing his unoner had in his p.isession, a danger- cerned, but In every other line trade fortunate plight, and asking for finanous looking "billy," or club. Judge is whooping up. Of course, our at- cial help. According to the prisoner,
Crawford, in sentencing the man to tention in Grant c.'unty is particularly Mr. Irwin, Sr., was to have arrived on
ihe limited last night, but a telegram
fifteen days on the streets, informed drawn towards mining projects.
'The Silver City Reduction works which arrived lnstea! indicates that it
Garcia that If it was not for his bad!
is '""-antlincreasing its capacity will be several days at least, before
health, he would give him sixty davs ! AnH
tho Mimniinv nmtpaMnir It will this personage will arrive, If he comes
in Jail
tor carrying a concealed
soon complete one of the best smel- at all, for the message requested that
weapon.
Officer Patterson says that the oiher ters and ore producing plants in the full particulars of his son's troubles
be sent him.
evening he discovered another thief west.
"The Comanche Copper company
In the meantime the young prisat work on a coal car about two blocks
away. The thief discovered the off- has nearly completed fourteen miles oner remains in tie city prison. He
icer at the same time and made his cf railroad, txtendlng to the gold sul- continues to beg to bo left there withym
escape. When Patterson reached the phide deposits of the Plnos Altos dis- out a hearing until something definite
car he asceriained that the thief hud trict. I understand that another nar- Is heard from his father.
The ring alleged to have been stolen
n wagon close by and had thrown off row gauge line is to be built soon to
to tap is the property or a boarding house
about 500 pounds of coal, which he the Burro Mountain district
the extensive commer deposits there. woman. Miller, or Irwin, borrowed It.
hal planned to load ;?n the wagon The
Buito Mountain Copper company pawned It to L. G K.senneW at the
and carry off.
MOVED TO 118 WEST
Is shipping rich copper ore each month latter's store, ljtt-.-rthe ring wa-- s re-from its mine. Other companies are.plevined by the Umrding nous keep
KNEW ASYLUM WAS
,
GOLD AVE.
working their properties In this
and Mr. Kosentleld swore out the
-and are turning out some fine warrant for the alleged Uilef.
trict
AT LAS VEGAS looking stuff.
Call and see sample s of
"The Porterfield Tur.y.ta'.se- Mining.
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curing some magnificent
PLACE.
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stone is becoming more popular every dow frames at the new houst of the
Mexico insane asylum was; located at day, with the result that the sale is
addiM.
Rev.
Ame,
In
Sollie.
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TLas Vegas, a demented Italian leaped constantly increasing and the price
L'V"-Ttion.
MADE TO YOUR
from train No. 1 yesterday afternoon of good turquoise Ih rising steadily.
as it was leaving the Meadow City,
"This country now supplies tue turORDER
TOO
TO
LATE
CLASSIFY
and after turning half a dozen tum- quoise market of tho world, and the
bles on the ground, picked himself gems found in New Mexico are not
Shirt Waict Suit from.. $13 up
up unhurt and went hiking off across excelled by those of any other dis- FOR RENT Finely furnished rooms,
Silk Walsta from
$10 up
at 82(1 South Third street. Modern
the country, hatless and coat less, as trict, in fact, for perfect color and
conveniences.
Walking Skirts from.... $15 up
fast as his legs could carry him. This size, I thiarfv they are superior to any
is the story told by passengers on the other precious stone.
Everything Furnished at Thl
CHICK
SPECIAL
FEED.
train who saw the man make the leap,
"The turquoise Js more valuable
EGG FOOD, POWDER LICE
Price. Don't Forget the Number"'
and thuy say they were surprised that than gold, taking "weight for weight.
CLARK-VILLKILLER, LIQUID.
THE
he wns not killed by ihe fai:.
An ounce of rfind gold is worth $20;
PRODUCE CO., 602 SOUTH
A telegram received here In the ev- the turquoise
118 West Gold Avenue.
equivalent, would be
ening said that the man had been about 140 carats, and the gem ma FIRST STREET.
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about terial w hen ready for market. Is worth
found
a GA8TRONOMICAL TREAT WILL
lae hill near town and had be-r- placed from V to
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in
little doubt
There
the condition, sl.e, etc. 1 his runs tne ELEPHANT MERCHANTS' LUNCH
TELL US OW TO DO. IT., ....
to his unsoundness of mind, probably value up to from fiUO to ?2.MR) an. from 11 TO 2:30.
high
caused by the
altitude and the ounce.
Tell us how we can supply' yon a?
dread of Imaginary horrors of the
"The Porterfield mines, the Gem
MILLINERY OPENING
better quality cigar for Jjh money
west. The man's hat and coat and a Turquoise mines and the Silver City
than the well known and well Uked
cheap valise were found on the train TnrmiolKe mines arn situated in the
White Lily cigar without toes , amd
and taken off here, and in an inside u..rr mniint.-ii.lutrlct of, Grant! The O'Brien Sisters announce their
pocket of the coat papers were found county. These mines constitute the formal spring opening for Saturday,
we'll do It. You know very well
which testify that the owner formerly largest deposits of turquoise In the "a-cn
ii. music auernoon ana
wo must make some profit or go out
to
lived in Philadelphia, and
and have produced within thejlng. The hata shown will be strictly
of business, but we are content witli a
the "Societo llaliana" of that place. last twelve years over
3,iH)n,(it0 eastern makes, the patterns .having,
,)Cen Delight from the leading millln-fair margin. Hence the lowjirlc
These effects were sent back to Las worth
t
Veas last night on train No. 8.
cent
for such a fine cigar. $2.00 by-- ,
Over 300 acres of land ore owned PI"y houses of New York, Chicago and ,.
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yet
O'Brien,
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explored, and even then only to
TO WITHDRAW COMPLAINT depth of less than sevenfy-flvfeet.'oaflL
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The most, of this development work! Tho cordiality with which the(
MRS. GARCIA SWORE OUT WAR- has been accomplished by open cuts O Brien Sisters give their
WEST
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113a
RANT FOR TWO WOMEN NEIGH- or quarries, entailing small expense, receptions is widely known, their past
However, these deiwsits are sufficient efforts having been a succession of
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to supnly the markets of the world successes most enviable to say the
'"'ast. Tho approaching opening will
Mrs. Sue Garcia sw.ire out a war- for a long term of years, and every
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provocation for the same. Rocky mountain deposits includes
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The complainant Uun went home,
West
Railroad
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CLUB ROOMS
$
appear;
turquoise
tne
Oriental
since
but in a few minutes returned and
wiihdrew the complaint.
She ex- to be growing scarcer and less valaa-- ;
plained that her husband would not b!o each year. One feature responsl-allow her to
the defend- bio for the loss of popularity of thej
ants. The ease was accordingly Oriental production Is that it frequent-THE FIRST LESSON
ly loses color or undergoes climatic-changesdropped. '
IN BREAD MAKING.
which Is not true of the New
la
Important
most
the
of all' that 9
Mexico product.
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
WANTS MONEY BACK LOST
Is the selection of proper flour. 4
"Well, that's about enough on tlo'i
Room 17, N. T. Armijo HiilldlnK.
There Is no difficulty about this U
ON THE GAMING TABLES turquoise. When one is interviewed
Empress flour is chosen. It ia bo 4
he generally tries to close strong,
good and makes such sweet, white Jdoesn't ho.? Well, the:i, this is my OCXXDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCXOOOOO
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v
r
and nutritious bread as to be on Z
nr"ir
ACTION
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ELEsurpassed by any milled. The
"During the month cf February, the
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Is
here. Door and Window
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bread makers use It for that Terr x
Santa Fe railway ofliee at Silver City
to
screem
made
order.
reason.' ,
received over 7,0GO,(iuu pounds of
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filed In the dis- freight and the total cash receipts
MILL
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court,
against
by C. T. Farley
trict
for the sanio month were over $ro,ouu avooooooooooooc
(r?orge K. Neber, proprietor of the That's business, Isn't it?"
1
Vhit Elephant saloon, whereby FarBAKERY
PIOMHEf
Agent,
Wholesale
ley seeks to recover $1,725 he claims
PERSONAL.
114 West Copper Ave.
SIMON BALLING. Proprietor.
t.) have hist on the gambling tables
Valerio and FiladelUi Haca of Las
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
in that place of business.
Vegas are in the city for a tw days, WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
Farley alleges to have been em- attending to business.
We desire patronage and we guarployed nt the. White Elephant during
W. I. Crockett, formerly a lending antee first clasB baking.
a part of the time he claims to have sheepman of the territory, but now a 207
SAlbuquerque.
First Street.
lost his money, between August 20 large property, holder in Las Vegas,
and October 23, of 1905. In his com- was in the city, lodav,
his way to
plaint. Farley states that, in the faro El Paso.
bank games at the White Kle.hant.
Mr. and Mrs. T. .f.
of las
a "sanded" pack of cards was used, Vegas were in the city, t .iy . on their
CATH-EDRAOLD ALBUQUERQUE
which enabled Ihe dealer to turn the way home from a hurried trip to CaliOVER POST HARDWARE CO.
cards against him. "Sanded" decks fornia, where they weie c.ilie.l by the
ALVARADO
.
HOTEL
::,'-- Wm Railroad Ave.
are those where two or more cards serious illness of .lobnuv McDonald,
COMMERCIAL CLUB BUILDING.
Auto Phone, 320.
can be Hilled out of the box at the the brother of Mrs. Kay
AUSTRIAN CHINA
rii'V.
same time. Gamblers ab ut town hold
Mr. Kelly, who for three
Fai l, y in contempt for tho action he months has been fillin:: the Baptist
has taken, he being a gambler him- pulpit of this city, wh;;. the pastor
self, und recently discharged from the took a rest from
his labors, will
employ of Mr. Neh. r. They laugh at leave, Tuesday, for Chbavo, to reMr. IMutl Merchant, have you
the claim made by Farley that a sume bin studies in tin university.
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considered
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sou,
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Mr.
in
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her
was
will
the
at
dock
11? Gold Avenue
Klephant. and have set him down as who has been greatly inproved in
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Neher's health by bis stay in A! iMorque.
t.tnpb", economical, aecur-apla' ( say that Farley
losses were
lime and worry. Can
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DANCE!
winnings.
always smaller than his
n advantage in a smail
ST. PATRICK'S NIGHT AT COII as large business.
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Al Stevenson, the genial proprietor DIES, FREE.
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Telephone the Fire
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Realty
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Department.
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watchman
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forest, and from that point here. His
Telephone the Doctor.
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from lxith points, as
eact
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he considers Adamana is getting the
HOME
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EVENING CITIZEN.

New Vo.U, March 16. ftjine statisconcernini:
ts of unusual interest
i he automobile industry iu the United

tal..s have just been brought out in
tho litigation over the Selden patent.
According to official figures, as sworn
to in the United Slates Circuit court,
the toiai number t vehicles manufaclicense
tured and Imported under
from January 1, l!to3, to January 1.
was ll.C'jt;.
The valuation of
these cars was $3.1
and the
royal'ies paid on them to the licensors
was $M4,1S3 r.2.
All of the figures
given represent cars actually sold.
Tie- iuirea.se of production in 1901
over Ute.I amounted to 30 per cent in
the number f vehicles and tho increase in the value of the gross sales
was r.S per cent. The increase of 10o5
over 1HH4 lu 'he number of vehicles
was 'A2.li per ceut, while the increase
iu the value, tif the product sold rose
per cent. The total business in
to tn;.2
,
l'jo,-,acrding to tho testimony,
amounted to 17. Mo vehicles, having
a valuation of 31,M4, 158.99.
A. ii Tding to these figures the aver
ace selling price of automobiles in
19o3 was $1,170; in 1904 it was $1,422.
and in 19ofi, $1,7S4. The average ell
ing price for imported car.- lor the
three, years was $fi,710.
1
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Lace Curtains

THREATENED TO DO

i

I

An

ARRESTED AND
SENTENCED TO STREET WORK
FOR THEIR TROUBLE.
NATIVES

Juaqtiln Martinez appeared in police court this morning against Miguel
Mon'anya.
Marranjo and Miiamnii
wh, lie aliened, called at his house,
acted in a disorderly manner, and
threatened 10 "do him up."
From the allegations of 'he complainant It appears that th- - defendants
have had it in for .Martinez for some
time. Both were, found guilty and
sentenced to serve fifteen days on the
streets of the city or pay a fine of $15
ach.

c

THE COLORADO .TELEPHONE CO.

attractive lot of new Lace
Cur ains at prices you are sometimes asked to pay for goods two
or three seasons old. Sale price
75c to 19.00
from
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Carries the United States mall;
only Una with a change of stork
good rigs, horses and drivers;
t route;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. Vkjt
particulars, address V. L. Trimble
Co.. agents. Albuqueraue, N. M.. or JL
f b. BLOCK, Troprletor. perea. N. M.

RANKIN & CO.
FIRE INSURANCE. REAL F3TATS.
LOANS
Automatic phone 461.
Room 10. N. T. Araljo BullUi
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Collins will be placed in charge of live stock

ARTICLES OF INTEREST

the assessor's office. Hp shall have
it. If It takes the whole territory to
Ktvo It. to him, because It Is rightho
fully his under the law. Those
are opposing Mr. Collins in his effort to secure possession of this
office are acting exactly contrary to
the best Interest of the citizens and
tax payers of Santa Ke county. In
select in Mr. Collins for this place,
I
endeavored to secure a nian who
would make a Just assessment of tne
property of Ihe county without partiality and without prejudice. I
th.-Is the sort of a man both
parties and people generally have
t
think Mr.
lieen claniorliiff for.
Collins is the rifilit man for the place
and lie shall nave my nearty sup- port In securing possession of the
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Buy or You Maw Wait

at Things ffiWaiT

Come Out Way I
You'll Have to, Also!

YOU May Think We Ate
WIE Know We Have a

"GOOD

99

D ptTlPinHpr

can affrcl to wait, but YOU cannot; in growing cities, the best residences are seldom built on the low lands. That we are the sole owners
heights overlooking the center of the city and which, covering over fifty square blocks, are but eight blocks distant from the heart
only
of the
of the business district. That, having held this tract intact for years, we now are offering it for residence purposes only, and that our deeds will exclude, for all time, all factories, stores, saloons, boarding houses, etc. That we are expending in improvements over FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS and TWO YEARS
WORK and, at our own expense, are grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees. That we own our own water plant and will furnish you from
deep wells, an ample supply of soft water at a price lower than the present rates. That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to every residence the
Best of Drainage, Broad, Low Terraces, and a Magnificent View of the Mountains, Mesa, City and Valley. That here you are above the dust and the dirt- - or mud the
smoke and the noise of less favored localities. REMEMBER THAT:

vwj

The Natural Advantages We Had

We Made the Artificial!

That SILVER AVENUE, and its adjacent blocks, the only street now ready, the CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION, will be the FINEST IN ALL NEW MEXICO
OR ARIZONA. That, beginning at one park and ending at another, and also parked on both sides throughout its entire length, it is a boulevard eighty feet broad, lying on
the crest of the highest ground in the tract.
That on this avenue a thirty-fobuilding line ig imposed, that the lots are sold only in sites of 100x132 feet, that no dwelling may cost less than $4,000, and
that the purchaser insures to himself and his heirs, his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings. That the sixty sites on
this avenue arc so advantageously situated that nothing similiar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque.
Also Remember That the Majority of the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here and Expect to Build at Once.
ot

GO UP AND SEE!

THEN SIT DOWN AND REASON!

The Terrace Addition Improvement Company
Selling
Af.

P. S1MMM, Secretary and

Agent

T

FRIDAY,

1

W13

in buying our 1906 stock of Rend now have on disfrigerators;
play a beau.iful line of the celeRefrigerators.
brated BALDWIN
Come early and get your pick and
if we can't suit you from stock we
will get your order In with our

:rr.yi p$M$'ji

second shipment.

B

pable of turning out 2o gullons each
per hour, on the way from the nates.
An expert Is out in the timber "box-Ix trees for the turpentine business."
The Garcia- lands or the Sierra
Madre Land and l.uniUr company
have been pain" In full." This (tarda
tract embraces considerable over
ncr s of liie entire 3.0.0"
pcre tf.ict.
The Sierra Mad re Land and Lumber company Is capitalize d at f I.l.ouo,-Piigold nnd Mr. Ore.n individually
retains a large Interest therein. As
he contr Is the Cru ue Consolidated
Copper company, he is in en! ire control of the former concern.
The capitalization
of the Crcen!
companies now repressed in this'
s ute Is $4."i.ono,oo
R,,hl. and consists
ui ine loiiowing cohporations: Greene
Consolidated Copper companv,
Ooo.ooo,
quoled at about l.'ti.oon.ooit
gold; Sierra Ma.lre Land and Lumber company. $1.',o(mi.immi; Oreene
fluid Silver company. $15,iio.0mi. and
Rio O ramie Sit rra Madre & PPaciflc
milnud.
Km
chichuahna
terprise.
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D. EMMONS.

Cor. Coal and Second
Agen.s for Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinet.

Both Phones
Sole
COPtRiOHS

THiS CHANCE

TO

SE-

OFFICIAL MATTERS
CURE BARGAINS IN

HARNESS

SADDLES

M

BRIDLES

CITlta.

those Interested in the project to bavc
In operation seme time
this year.
Ir. S. M. Strong, a prominent physician of Deming, who recently cauie
from New York city,- Is at the head
of the movement, and expects to organize a company.
The climatic conditions of Deming
ate the equal of any to bo found In
the United States for an institution of
this kind. It is never warm in the
the winter dnyR are
Milliliter and
sunny and never too coUI for comfort.
Iteming can loast of a nevtr failing
supply of purest water and surround
ed by beautiful
mountain scenery
present an Ideal site for n sanl- toriuin.

THIRD STREET

the Institution

LEAGUE

ANTI-5AL00-

WILLORGAMZE

Meat Market
All Kinds of

Steam

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

and Salt Meats.
Frh
Sausage Factory.

EMIL KLEINWORT,
Masonic Build, ug,
ortn Third

Wholesale Grocer

Street

Thos. F. Kclchcr
PAiNTS, OILS,

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leak. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
K39
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
Established In 1S82

3

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

F. G. PRATT & CO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Hektn & Co.'s Coffees, Im

BRANCH

SEVEN

PAGE

boden's Granite Flour.

An effort will be made to organize
branch of the Antl Saloon league In
this city T hursday evening, says the

a

-

Staple and Fancy

Tucson Citizen.
Groceries
A call, signed by W. W. Havens, superintendent of the organization for HUlsboro creamery
Butter Best on
Arizona and New Mexico, from Albuquerque, N. M., has been Issued for Orders Solicited.Earth.
Free Delivery.
he meeting which will bo held at 8:30
214 South Second Street.
o'clock In the Methodist church, and
will be ended at 9 o'clock, according
to the call.
insurance; real-- estate-nota- ry
It Is stated that ihe meeting Is
PUBLIC.
called at the request of the pastors Room 6, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque
of the city. An
organiza-- .
Automatic Telephone, 174.
tion is rather unique here, and considerable doubt is expressed ag to!
A. D.
g
whether It will have easy sliding, but
its backers are confident that they
will have a very strong organization
in a short time.

San Marcial. Socorro county, and
Mesilla Park, Dona Ana county, will
be raised from fourth class to third
class postofflcts and the postmasters
will Ik? presidential instead of depart
ment appointments.
A postoffice has been established at
Bent, Otero county, six miles east of
Mescalero, and twelve miles west tf
Tularosa. James W. Prude has been
appointed postmaster.
Luthur M. Sheley has been appointed postmaster at Santa Rosa, Guadalupe county, recently raised to the
COMING EVENTS
presidential class.
The name of the postoffice at
Junction, Otero county, has been
March 17 Dora Thnrne.
changed to Oro Grande and John
March 24 Ellerys Royal Italian
Coltharp has been appointed
band.
March 31 Charles Hanfnrd Company In Shakspearian Plays.
April 3 City election.
TERRITORIAL BOARD
April 15 Easter Sunday.
May 15 The
of .the Casino.
OF EDUCATION

Woolen

FOUND AT LAST

laundered without shrinking. We hare added to our already well equipped laundery
machine with which we can handle
woolecs without shrinking. When we are through with them they
re Just like new. if other laundries shrink them, bring tbem to ut
and we will straighten them out for you.

B. A. SLEYSTER

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

"Red Wagons"
BACK

OFP.

O.

Anti-Saloo-

LAP ROBES

AND ETC.
We are offering some very s pecial prices on this Hue of goods
and it will certainly pay you to gel out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

JOHNSON

iXlfi

THESE ARE

0
0

CARRIAGE
BUYING

Jic-arill- a

l

4

s

and

LOW PRICES A
Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps v. Do you intend buying a vehicle to enjoy the summer months? If you do 5
,io,i t pass us l.y. We don't urge you
an expensive vehicle we
and supplies and horse-powe- r
pumpv have many good styles within the rangeto ofbuymodest
ing outfits.
Incomes. Top Bug-"tinabouts,
Stanhopes,
Surreys and Spring Wagons of all kinds.!
J
Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131.
C
l Don t stay away because you are not rich. Come and see us.

ELKS' THEATRE

IN

SESSION AT THE CAPITOL
BUILDING, SANTA FE IMPORTANT BUSINESS TRANSACTED.

0
0

EASY TERMS

-

RAILROAD TOPICS

t

DAYS

6

;

Harry R Mechnie, or the Santa Fe, plication for 750 cars. The reporis
located at Topeka, Kan., was in the received by the 'Frisco relative to the
city yesterday for u Rhort time.
movement of cattle this spring from
The territorial board of education
MATINEE AND NIGHT,
the west Texas territory indicate
Corner
and Tljeram Road.
R. M. Splvey, Inspector for the Har- that it will p radically be of the same met yesterday afternoon in the office
MARCH 17.
vey system, arrived in the city last volume as it was last spring if the of Prof. Hiram Hadley, superintend- SATURDAY,
of public instruction, in the cap-ito- l
night from a trip to the western weather conditions remain favorable, ent building,
Santa Fe. The board atbouses.
and this will mean that the railroads tended to routine business, but before
will have to hustle to provide cars adjourning this afternoon will have
Rowland & Clifford
The Ontario Dispatch and the On- for
the shipment, as they were short selected the course of study for the
tario nnd Michigan Central fast on
fall,
kind
cars
this
of
last
inand
the
public
schools and for the teachers'
Present
freight, lines have been abolished and
General Bailding SappUes
they ordered have not arrived. stitute for the coming year.
THE EMPHATIC SUCCESS,
replaced by the newly organized On- ones
An expert on the situation predicts
tario Central Dispatch, operating over that it will not vary fifty cars from The members are Governor Herbert
president; Suthe New Haven, the Ontario & West- that of the preceding year, unless rain J. Hagerman,
DORA
perintendent
Hirani Hadley, secreern, the New York Central, the New
Both Phones
makes
might
difference.
The
a
latter
tary; and board of members. Prof.
Third and Marquettt
York, Chicago & S;. Imis and their make a
difference of 23 per cent, and Luther Foster, president of the Colconnections.
PRESERVE
HEALTH
YOUR
A
th
movement r'umoa iliirlnp- that lege of Agriculture nnd Mechanic
Korp ntn and eninr thyroid
Juss received two carloads of fine
Shriners who are contemplating early parr of April, there is still time" Arts, Mesilla Park; Prof. E. J. Vert,
d.T by wearing por
taking advantage of the Shriners' ex- for the present predictions to be president of the normal university.
taiior-niaconsiderably.
off
thrown
Another
cursion in May to attend the annua)
Las Vegas; Prof. C. M. Light, presiCarriages, Buggies,
Runabouts
Frost King
meeting of the imperial council, which thing which must, be reckoned with, dent of the normal school at Silver Dramatization of Bertha M. Clay's
Novel.
Famous
is
the
deals which will be made by City: Prof. W. !. Tight, president of
6r Frost Queen
will occur in Los Angeles, may secure
and Phaeton.
Bleeping quarters by inquiring of Geo. the cattlemen in the meantime, which the University of New Mexico, at AlChamois Vest ;
now
an
are
largely
indefinite
buquerque,
suMariA of chamois, reinforced
H. Browne, who has a desk at the
Clark,
Prof.
B.
and
J.
'
with flannel light, toll and com.
perintendent of the public schools at The Sweetest Story Ever Told
office of the Surety Investment comfnrtnblo.
pany.
Albuquerque.
)
Likn
In thl
THE GREENE CANANEA
tor. Ihrna veta am guaranteed
to give entire rai inaction.
P. O. Meleher, general manager of
SPECIAL LOW PRICES NOV.
WHOLESOME, CLEAN, REFRESH- CONSOLIDATED COPPER CO. BIG CATTLE SALES
I'rt... M.M
the eastern division of the Rock IslING.
For
Bt
Sali
TAKE A LOOK THROUGH OUR.
and system, was in the city yesterday
NEAR SILVER CITY
in his private car for a short time, AND OTHER INTERESTS HELD BY
The
Drug
Williams
Co.
LARGE REPOSITORY.
continuing on to the Grand Canyon
AN
THE NOW FAMOUS
EXCELLENT
MILLION- SAME FIRM IS IN
PRODUCTION.
BLUE FRONT STORE.
THE MARKET
and Los Anfeeles, where he will reAIRE COWBOY MINER.
117 W. Railroad Ave.
FOR OTHER CATTLE IF THEY
main several days sightseeing.
Mr.
lioth phones.
CAN BE SECURED.
Meleher was accompanied by a party
Seats on sale at Matson's Thursdav
great
The
Greene
Consolidated
KORBER & CO.,
of friends and his family.
Copper company, owner of the great
The Lyons & Campbell commission March 15.
STEAM
CARPET
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
CLEANING
W. It. Butler, for many years a con- Cananea copper mines, capitalized at company has made a contract
wit
THORNTON Thm Clmmnmr
ductor on the Denver & Rio Grande $10,000,000 gold, and worth In the the Fleming Cattle company and a Matinet
50c and 25c
Cleans everything.
He Is the
railroad, mailing out. of Salida, Colo., market $2G,ioo,ioO gold, and controlled number of other cattlemen on the Evening
THE LONG AND SHORT OF BATH
35c, 50c and 75c
Furniture Man. Moving, packwas killed this week in a freight by W. C. Greene, has taken a con- Mangus and In that part of Grant
TUB BUYING.
ing and shipping, unpacking and
j
wreck on the Rock Island system, trolling interest in the Sierra Madre county, for the delivery of 1,000 head
have full 8Way here. Wo can supply,
setting up, and is no upstart at
If your neighborhood Is
near Tucumcari, Quay county. He Land and Lumber company, which of range stock. This siock will be deup
set
the business. There Is no otand connect any eizo of tub
was married eight, years ago and was owns 3,ooo,ooo of the best timber livered in Silver City on or about
you need from a wee one for baby
herjust Thornton. Both 'phones.
an Elk, Odd Fellow and member of lands in this state, and extendine Mav 1
737 South Walter Street.
to a long fellow for a six footer. Sevover into Sonoro. This is the mean- The nrices naid for the nattlo Tu,.r'
the Order of Railway Conductors.
eral styles for selection. Price Is the
ins of the activity of the Greene in $12 for
$15 tor twos and
"short" of it with us. We'll gradly
The New Mexican says: Frank
terests in this stato and the com- $18 for threes
TOT I A GRADI
estimate on tub and Installation, show
paymaster of the Santa Fe Cen- mencement icf the bnildinj? of fifty-twIt Is understood that this commisyou
samples and give full Information
tral railway, left for points along the
kilometers of railroad from
sion company is on the market for;
why not for your Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
and good work.
line to pay employes. V. S. Hopewell,
the western terminus of the 10,000 more head of cattle, provided!
ana
urain
Wo also carry tho finest line of garvice president of ihe road, accom- Chihuahua and Pacific road to Sanj that tliey can be purchased at the right
friends BACK EAST? Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
den hose In tho city.
panied him. Other members of the I'ertro Sprincs on the Greene lands, price.
Cigars.
and
your
Place
orders
for
The
party as far as Estancia were Mr. and where tiit? sreat
The purchasers will ship their
mills are to be
this line with us.
Mrs. Celestino Ortiz and Prof. John located.
to Colorado, where they will
NORTH THIRD RTHEET.
Standard Heating & Plumbing Co,
Fielding, of Allegheny, Pa.
Jurtse A. I!. Fall of Kl Iaso, manathem for market.
OOCOOCOOOOOCO
ger of the Greene interests in this
Both 'Phones: Colo., Red 284; Auto,
H. Goode, of Topeka, Kan., superin- state, and Lie. Felipe Seijas,
matlc, 671.
of JuarCcrrlllot
American Block X
DEMING TO HAVE SANATORIUM
tendent of power houses for the Santa ez, were hero this week in connection
Fe, was in the city yesterday inspect- wiih Mr. Greene's interests.
IP YOU WISH TO EAT a good
PLANS TO ERECT LARGE BUILDC.
ing the local power house at the Fall said: "Mr. Green has givenJudge
in-lunch and enchHadas on the Mexican,
ING FOR THE TREATMENT OF
shops. He left today for Topeka,
riRE
ructions li be ready to turn out
style, go to South Third street, corner
TUBERCULOSIS
INSURANCE.
where he makes his headquarters. SHU.tiiHi feet of lumber daily within six
Secretary Mutual Building
of Silver avenue. No. 215. Will be
Mr. Goode is a former Albuquerquean months, or when the railroad is finwill he';: to set
them
A correspondent writing from Demserved promptly at any hour of the
Office at J. C. Raldrldge's
and has many friends here with whom ished. We have saws mills out ing, says:
started Southwest of you
night. Prices will be from 25c to 30c.
yard.
he spent the day recalling remines-eenct- there, and with one at Nuevas Casas
will
give
us
names
their
A movement is on foot
the erecCOKE - MILL WOOD
of the past.
Grandes, having a capaicity of 200,-00- tion of a large sanatoriumfor to
and addresses. Write us
M. GRENADINO & CO.
be loM. DRAGOIE
feet daily. WV have 800 tons of cated near Deming for the treatment
today.
KINDLING
Train No. 10 carried its usual con- steel rails on the road here now and of
tuberculosis, to care for the hunDealers In
signment of peins from Old Mexico we will begin grading from Temo-sachi- c
Address,
dreds of people, who come here anGENERAL MERCHANDISE,
N. PEACH & CO.
this morning. The gang numbered
right away. We hope to have nually.
Gen. Colonization Agent of A. T. &
forty-fivand many of them were of the railroad finished from Temo-sachi- c
Groceries,
Cigar
Tobacco,
and
and REAL ESTATE DEALERS
S. F. Ry.,
Plans are now being drawn by the
the blanket class, which is Just one
t.j the mills in six months.
all Kinds of Fresh Meat
architect.
Th. tanitorlum will cost
BOTH 'PHONES
grade above the Yaqui Indians of
Railway Exchange, Chicago.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wksk-lngto- Automatic 'phone, SS5. Office, 2SStt-Wes- t
"We have two turpentine stills ca- $:'.'0,0oo, and i:. is the purpose
of
Mexico, who have been killing
6o
Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
Gold Avenue.
OOOOOOOOOCX3CXDCOCXDOOOC030
nany miners the past few years. The
bunch this morning was consigned to
Arkansas City, Kan., where they will
compete with Kansas labor on the section.

Albuquerque Carriage Cot
rirt
RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
SCREEN DOORS

H

THORNE.

-

e

J.

VVVe'VVV.V.Ve

good enough
for you

t,

Tem-osachi-

,

i

COML
Ton

A.

WALKER,

$6.00 Per

s

0

W.H.Hafm&Co

e

n

-

.1. M.
general passenger
agent of the Santa Fe system, has
Just completed his first visit through
the Rocky Mountain stales since he
was advanced from general agent of
the Santa Fe at Chicago to general
passenger agent. Before leaving Denver two days ago on his way to Topeka.. he said that the Santa Fe sys-tuwas preparing to handle this summer the largest tourist business in its
history, and thilt it U revUinir ita n,l.
vertising publicatlrr..
and will clis
tribute thousands of copies of these.
Tlie case of Ward vs. the Alamo
goi'dn l.umlnr company and Ihe Sacramento Mountain railway is being
heard at Alamogordo before Referee
Flint. The refe ree wdll also hold sessions at Kl Paso, Texas. The case
has be. il on the U cket of Ihe district
court for Otero county for a number
one
f years and the issues are:
Ward, wh owns a ranch in the main
canyon,
claims damages on
Fresnal
account of Hoods that destroyed his
crops. The tlood was especially do
utructive oil ace; unt of having bt n
backed uii by logs, lumber and debris
accumulated in the eouyaii by the two
defendant companies.

CATTLEMEN

1
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
I

Located on the Belen

Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
iLg 116.000;

70-fo-

!!

restaurants, etc.
ALL

:',:s- s,ze "'u- - ;eet- - ,ld oul w;th
r"We"1
road SO and
str.ets. with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade tree.; publl. school bout. coal- Commercial club; a population of 1,600 Inhabitants; Urgeu mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150 barrels dally; large
winery: tare hotels.
Belen !i the latest tbipp'ng point for wool, flour, wheat, mine. Lean, and bay In
Central New Mtico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future c.nnot be
Umsted- -

T
rhurcbef.

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TWAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

GO OVER

The lots offered .re In the center of the city, well graded, (m.ny of them Improved by cultivation);
no ,sntf or gravel.
coa! snd wood yard, drug .tore, harness (bop. etc, etc. Alio a
modern hotel.
first-clas-

FOREHANDfcD.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

flrst-cl.- ..

bakery, tailor shop, shoe bouse. Jeweler, plumbing

s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

in

Railroad otlii ials are beginning to
requests for cars for the spring
movement f cattle frjin west Texas.
The Santa Ke freight department
ports that I.oihi cars have already
been asked for, and the freight
of the 'r'rUcu has nciived up-

&

is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

Orders for Cars
for Spring Shipment.

Air. ady Putting

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

gei

niN

.10, ilaatni

DEEDS.

The Beien Town and Improvement Company
oujsn, rrcsiaentjj
WM. M.&BERGER,
'

mUl

tv

Secretary

4

(
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FIRST DISPLAY

PERSONAL
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SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
pleasure that benefits and Inspires,
and rests those who can see nud bear
2 do, strictly fresh Eggs
it. JYw better Id ays wbl '" seen
3rc
the Elks' Theater, to morruw night. New on creamery Butter ... ....30c
Large can of Cream
during the present season.
9c
, . .be
Tomorrow rs the day of the big Pkg of Mince Meat
O
Our burlap sack roast coffee Is givN
auction hale of residence lois mto be
ing the best of satisfaction.
Try It.
Kahtern na.l P'tea additions,
in
room
tlie
It.
store
p
will
you.
lipid in the :Hint
DAY AND WEATHER.
The ("hlllmac, lase
per pkg
10c
First National hank l.uiKlitu:.
n 3
o'clock,
2
to
Chow-Chobottles of
25c
fair tonight and Saturday, except sale will be from
In
o
cock.
1"
7
to
2
cans of California Plums
2."e
snow in north portion tonight; colder the afternoon, and
2 tilths of Force
'i7c
In central and west portion;
BRINGING FORTH
cold the eveningBrotherhood
See us for tents, Hies nnd all t"nt
wave In northern portion.
The antiual bull of tlie
MmP'ce Ing supplies.
of locomotive Firemen will
lie t an Soup .
Sun rise, 6:11; set, 6:07; length of at the Elks' hall this evening.
!c
se11
arrangement
has
day,
Figs, pw lb pkg
hours and 5o minutes; moon committer on
In
!c
An
Los
2 cans of Clams
will rise about midnight, the last cured 7"'l carnations from
25c
quarter beginning at. 6:42 tomorrow geles ami all those put ucipanie;
1 lb of Walter Baker's Cocoa
4iic
morning. The day has been warm, the grand march will receive one.
We continue selling all patent, med
furnish
will
partially cloudy, and not excessively The Wood-neo:eliot:u
kincs nt reduced prices.
THE NEW SPRING SUIT In
Is
windy.
Nero, probably the greatest the music.
THE MAZE.
monster who ever sat on the throne
Kieke, Proprietor.
second s'ory of the new Kor'.;cr
Wm.
previousTho
e
cf the Roman 'empire, died on this building." at the corner of Copper
o
ly
Coats
day, 1869 years ago, abhorred by his
3
cond street. Is fast HearSCREEN TIME IS COMING.
and
own age and detested by all succeed ing completion, and will soon be ready
garto
ing ages.
Window screens, 7 cents per fool.
The building will be a
for occup.uyA home uintfe door, with trimmings
owner when finished and
ctedit to
Vests
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
wlil te used as a repository for Iu3 mr 1.25.
making
We
arc
window
screens
aii
vehicle
bu'iccss.
No. 7 One hour late.
H. A. McKee has taken up the niortitod together, and as Btrone as
No. 1 (n time.
(
a door, for 7 cents a square oot. A
BrotherNo. 8 On lime.
standard of the Fraternal
THE NEW SPRING SUIT
or
that
hood again, ufter four years of the screen door,
No. ft On time.
In
any
shipped
will
here
door
outlast
night,
for
simple life, and left, last,
No, 4 On time.
Is
up tne from the cast, together with trimLas Cruces to help build
Superintendent K. W. Idler of the lodge at that place. Mr. McKee has mings, for $1.2.";
e make the regular shop made
Rio Grande division, spent last, night to his credit the Initiation of the as
in the city.
Vegas and Raton lodges, which were screen doors that have always cost,
heretofore. $2.00 to $2.25. for $1.50.
Horn To Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Mo organized about five years ago.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
Manus, of 608 North Fourth street,
Deputy Sheriff Heyn has been noPLANING MILL CO.
last niKbt, a girl.
tified by telegram that the John
MiS'i Klla McClure left last evenMoore arrested at Flagstaff, accused
"ARNOLDS BEST" HIGH PATENT
ing for IjOR Angeles where she will of being tho forger wanted for al- FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND
maki an extended visit, wl'h rela- leged crooked work done In this city MUSCLE.
tives.
and uear by towns, has proved nn
o
W. 11 Neal, district agent for the alibi, and was therefore necessarily
A G ASTRONOMICAL
TREAT WILL
department
sheriff's
The
released.
comUnion. Ceneral Life Insurance
BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
will
it
uction
what
decided
has
not
pany, was a passenger
north this
ELEPHANT MERCHANTS;.-LUNCtake In the matter.
morning.
FROM 11 TO 2:30.
offer
Clifford
Messrs. Rawland and
The members of Company ( are orSubscribe for The Citizen and set
dered to be at the armory tonight at their new production, "Dora Thorne."
7: 0 o'clock, for drill duty. By order at the Elks' Opera House, tomorrow the news.
melodrama
a
night. It is said to be
of commanding officer,
ORIOLE CANNED
GOODS
ARE
THE BEST
PAY YOUR POLL TAX FOR 1006
Evening prayer at St. John's church of high degree, and one that Is a little
a
Is
play
BE
DRUG
AT
STORE
ordinary.
Tho
RUPPE'S
tonight at 7:3) o'clock. The rector out ol the
fawill deliver the third in the series of dramatization of Bertha M. Clay's Is FORE APRIL 1ST, AND AVOID
COST OF SUIT.
mous novel of the same name. It
kctures on the Prayer Book.
play, which bids
a
clean,
wholcouie
Regular services at Temple Albert
TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
4- as long as "East Lynne."
Friday evening at 7:40 o'clock. "Ih fair to live
this
returned
Shaw
has
Arthur
WHITNEY
CANS.
GARBAGE
SEE
Morality Contagious?" will be the sub- morning from Anson, Tex., where he
COMPANY.
ject of Rabbi Kaplan's sermon.
accompanied the body of J. W. Paxton,
ORIOLE
ZZ-j-Q
Absolutely
M. P. Kelly, who represents
the rho vminir man run down and killed
TOE GUM. AT RUPPE'S.
of here, last weeir, by the California
wholesale liquor establishment
MAPLE
I PURE
J
ATTENTION GENTLEMEN!
Ernest Meyers & Co., has returned limited. Mr. Shaw was accompanied
1
from a Biiccesnful trip to the northern on his return trip by Lige Davis, a
SYRUP
B
MAPLE
now
for "Easter,"
Order your suit
towns.
brother-in-laof the deceased, who and
our
You
know
be
dressed.
well
up
J. O. Murphy, father of Mrs. R. I,. Is here for tho purpose of closing
reputation. Best workmanship, latest
Must ,left this morning for Eestancia, Paxton s business ana ascertaining styles, and lowest prices.
Eighteen
where he will spend a few days look- the circumstances of his death.
hundred new samples to select from.
ing over the country, with a view to
Ttnerir flsrnhide manaeer for the
locating.
Agency
Belen Mercantile company, is in the Nettleton Tailoring
s,
B..F. Fitch and I E. Bisque,
city from the cut oft town, accom114 "South Third street.
ae In the city, and are be- panied by his little daughter, to
ing shown the sights of the metropolis spend the day. Mr. Gerphide says it
TICKETS rCUGHT. SOLI
by the well known contractor, Wallace is a little quiet ut Belen just now.
AKQ EXCHANGED
having
gne
railroad
on
J
Hesselden.
the
work
the
the
that
mountains
over
the
so
"
far
There will be a regular meeting of
Association Office
II
Harmony lodgn No. 1, Independent trade for thu time, belnc. Is going
Transactions
of
instead
mountains
of
the
Order of Odd Fellows, with work in east
Guaranteed om
:m Mma
the second degree, tonight at 8 o'clock coming to Belen.
in Odd Fellows' hall.
W.
R. R. Ave.
ROSENFIELD
S.
US
carry the following brands ol
Regular meeting of the Ladies of sh.-- We
e
nolishps: Roval Gloss. French
the G. A. R., John Logan Circle, No. Gloss, Gilt Edge, SorOsls, Elite, Cham
1, tomorrow (Saturday)
night at the pion, Dandy Russet and hhlnola. Any
L O. O. F. hall, at 7 o'clock, sharp.
he
of these- will not only Improve
By order of president.
IooUh of vonr shoes, but will also in 1
manager
of the crease the wear of the leather. C.
J. E. Elder, district
Colorado Telephone company, left last May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad 2
BEST."
"THE
goes
night for Denver, where he
to avenue.
attend a meeting of the district managers of that company.
A. J. Utile. W. W. Ryan and H. F. JURY RETURNS VERDICT
Bade of Denver, together with L. W.
IN BACA FATALITY
Gallcs, will establish offices in the
Armijo building, and represent locally a well known life insurance EXONERATES THOSE IN CHARGE
OF CAR AT TIME ANSELMO
company.
BACA WAS KILLED.
Yesterday
it was inadvertently
stated that the floral decorations for
coroner's jury investigating the
The
the Washburn party came from Cali- killing of Afiselmo Baca, run down
fornia. Only a part of them did, the and killed by a Traction company's
remainder being furnished by B. H. car near the old town court house,
Ives, the florist.
Wednesday night, ut 11 o'clock, adThe (rood Government League will journed at 4 o'clock, yesterday aftermeet tonight in Company G armory noon to It) o'clock this morning, at
t.t 8 o'clock, for the purpose of dis- which time the taking of testimony
All was resumed.
cussing the coming election.
Attorney A. B. Mc
in Milieu appearing
members and others interested
for the Tractiou
good government are requested to be company, and Modesto Ortiz reprein attendance.
senting tho surviving relatives of the
Work on the new Marron business dead man.
Motofraun Schroeder, who was in
house on Wtst Railroad avenue is
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVE3 THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
fast under way, and will be rushed charge of Car No. 1, that run down
to completion as fast as it is pos- the man, was the first witness on the
sible for the workmen to do so. When stand. He testified that he was run
finished it will add much to the ap- ning at "nine notches," or about 12
pearance of that part of Railroad ave- miles an hour, when he noticed a
401-40- 3
U3-1IS-South
He
nue.
man reeling along by the tracks.
gong
and
ran
that
the
he
that
stated
transfers
following
estate
The
real
Mexico
for
were recorded in the county clerk's the man, just before ho was struck,
Uoyd Huuaker to staggered upon the track. He said he
office yesterday:
.
UVr-Plows
on
and
Other Farm Implements
for Wholesale Prices
Antonio Eunson. lot 2, block 6, in the reversed the power and applied the
to
so
was
close
D.
he
brake,
that
H.
but
Highland
addition.
Lewis
The largest stock west of Kansas City.
Reeves to Amanda M. Freelove and the man he could not stop the car
man.
strikiug
the
prevent
&,
in
to
timo
in
the
19,
block
her husband, lot
His statements were corroborated by
northern, addition.
W. D. Met7.ger left this morning on 'the conductor. Chambers. JoseMurphy
of old town and a Mrs.
on an overland trip to tho Sanrtia
arter-uoomountain towns, to represent Melltnl were also examined yesterday
& Hakin, wholesale liquor merchants.
This morning the jury returned a
This is Mr. Metzger's first trip as a
that deceased
traveling man, and he Is confident verdict to the effect through
being
death
that he will return with a number of came toby.his
an Albuquerque Traction
struck
8HUR-Onice order for goods.
company car, but exonerating those in
Rowland and Clifford's production cnarge or tne car ai ine iiuip ne "r
of "Dora Thorne," Lem U. Parker's struck.
dramatization of Bertha M. Clay's famous novel, is the type of play that Is
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "ARperhaps the very best seen on the NOLD'S BEST."
VERY HIGHEST
road.
It Is a love story, pure and PATENT FLOUR.
FIRST CBTABLiSHCD OPTICIAN IN THB CITY
simple; and, at the same time, amusRoom lO, Whiting Blk.
AT THE
LUNCH
ing and interesting.
MERCHANTS'
It teaches a
Corner Cold Avenue and Second Street.
wholesome lesson; it leaves uo bad WHITE ELEPHANT FROM 11 TO 2:3U
Appointment Mmdo mt Vmnn'm Drug Storm.
Impressions, but rather an abiding DAILY. ALSO FREE LUNCH SAT-

LOCAL AND

n

MARCH

F T II E
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SINKING S II I TS

GharactRristics of Our Sprine Shoes

1

'

STYLE

Xst.

Having all the snap ami latest wrinkles of
Khf
k inn. they aro Juwt enough above tho ordinary
run of'sti'irs to point out their wearers us being well
dressed.
te

2d. FIT

fly careitii study for years the different lasts we have
tiecn :i!i!e to select those that set off the foot to the best
ailvnnl.ige. We carry enough sizes and shapes to tit
, it properly.
most. at

QUALITY

3d.

The rei! test that wear reveals. The thing on which
Our shoes contain the Rood kind.
Tlie Kwr; thing.

) i

ilcpemls our success.

PRICE

4th.

all the very new styles
and patterns of a season, which before Its
end, bids fair to eclipse all others
the

-

Any riiKioiner

will easily see on Inspection

offering a generous
asked.
,
Men's Srylisi Shoes and Oxfords.
Women's Stylish Shoes and Oxfords

that

are

we

of value for the prices

eie-hang-

$2.50 to $4.00
$2.25 to $3.50

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

When purchased at P. P. Trotter's
grocery store, axe sure to bring the
right flavor to all dshes into which
they enter. This is because we al
ways "procure the best manufactured.
We And out first what brands are re
liable and personally guarantee them

F. F. TROTTER
Not.

118

and

120

South Second

street

T.Y. Maynard

Geo. W. Hickox

The Hickox

--

laynard

Go.

way of novelties

pclnt of style

decidedly different from anything
are cut full with the length
shown.
four Inches longer than last season's
ments, Pants are full hlped;
with or
without collar
In point of color
decidedly grey; different stripes; plaids
and combinations, but decidedly grey' - -

1've-r.u-

I'-J

1

to $SO

'vSmts $10

Uf2

Railroad

Aveimiae

Clothier

0000X0000K

'

I

Pjs rJf

w

Den-verite-

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE NICEST AND
t .THE BEST. 'OUR WATCH REPAIRING AND OPTICAL DEPARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICA- TION3. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
,

rJ

.

,

fi

The Arch Front

Sooth Second Street

Tile finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
and wholesome. Choc dates and
the purest of the
bon-bon-

O'RIELLY

CQ ,

Drosgisls

Barnett Building

LUMBER

CEMENT
DOORS
GLASS

SASH
REX FLINTKOTE PAINT

Albupuerque Lumber Co.
-

Albuquerque, N.

S

WHITNEY COMPANY!

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
First and Marquette,

00040tKe0

WORLD'S

w hitman's Candies
JrH.

SK000000Oe0000

THE BIRDSELL WAGON

JUST IN
y healthy

TRY IT

T

M.

North First Street
and Arizona.

First Street

New

Wholesal Distributers

ca

mm

n.

THE

Diamond

Palace

Sr

DOCTOR OF OPTICS

PURE DRUGS

N

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass. Clocks, Silverware
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

Fine Jewelry

Stationery

Lowncy's Candles

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

URDAY NIGHT.

The ladies of the I'rebyterian church
on March 22. at the Woman's
building, will serve lunch
from 11:30 a. m. until l:::o p. m., for
20c They will also sete ice cream
and take during the nfternoon. and
have ilenty of good home cooking and
whi:e handgingaam aprons for sale.

Open Evenings This Week

Our Smart Clothes
for Spring
r
workmanship.
aremarked by
They are made from
woolens,
both domestic and imported.
Individually tailored and custom-madstriking style. Yoursize
meansyourfit. Try on. You need not buy.
past-maste-

high-grad- e

e

Stein-oci,theyfitwi- th

HARDWARE
McINTOSHSUCCESSORS
TO
.1.

CHOICE
HAY,
OAT
CHOICE
RIO
BRIGHT ALFALFA. CHOICE
KANSAS
HAY, CHOICE
PUERCO
HAY. CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO.,
602 oOUTH FIRST STREET.
DAN CeV" D A NC E ! DANCE!
ST PATRICK'S NIGHT AT COLOMBO HALL. COME AND ENJOY
GENTLEMEN, 50c; LAYOURSELF.
DIES, FREE.
a

NOW

119

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

P Tu

HOES
RAKES

SV

S
A

THE FLORIST

WEST SANTA f E AVENUE-AutPhone, 713.

FULL

LINE

OF

BUILDERS'

HARDWARE

IS THE TIME

IVES,

RETAIL

HARROWS

ST U DEI 5 AK El v
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